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SANTA FEf NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, AUGUST 13, 1912.
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Andrew J. "Walsh and Frank
securing
J. erected there, and that In 1903, the
X Morley.
X Taft men.
day by the fall of a slag bank at an X the way of an experiment, and if X
It is probable two state Mason, fourteenth ward.
trust" erected a plant to pre sion.
X "Public Life In Pompeii," illus- - X ticketB will be named with William H.
iron works iri the suburbs of this city. X it is not well attended, will not X
Thomas E. Glinnan, president of the ven,t independent competition when It j
X trated, Dr. Harry L. Wilson.
X Atwell as candidate for governor on council, eighteenth ward.
ST. LOUIS METAL,
Eight bodies have been extricated and X be repeated In the future. Let X
became apparent that it was only aj
X everybody turn out.
X
X
X the Taft ticket and Edward C. Laztet
13. Lead, it is believed that a'l Uie men
St. Louis, Mo., Aug.
Warrants charging a promise to ac- question of ft short time until a fac-as the progressive leader.
cept a tribe were issued yesterday tory would be erected.
quiet, $4.35; spelter, dull, $0.95.
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DISTINGUISHED LECTURERS
SPEAK MOST INTERESTINGLY

BABY

J

IBERY WITH

RASH
many friends here regret that he
could not remain for the camp in the
Rito, but expect to see both Dr. and
Mrs. Alliot here for the entire month
On Face. Spread Until Nearly All
of August next year,
Over Body, Crust on Head. Hair
Last night two of the most .inique
Fell Out. Itch Terrible. Cuticura
lectures of the session were
ed one oil Heredity and Evolution by
Soap and Ointment Cured.
Dr. LocKereil ana the other on tne
dian and Mexican Fo'k Lore by Dr.
Monroe, 'Wis. "When my baby was six
Lummis. Santa Fe can partly claim weeks old there came a rash on bis face
all
both of these famous men for they which finally spread until It got nearly
much to our delight.
over his body. It formed a crust on his
oldwas
been
have
a
each
of
the
resident
The lecture Sunday evening
head, hair fell out and the itch was terrible.
COI iun in
Uie Jjuema
jcajo BUUC Jj. .nauj Ul When he would scratch the crust tho water
UpOn tue UreeK lilUie
literature the early residents can remember Dr. would ooze out In big drops. On face and
Homer for they inspired
scale
and Teligion in ancient Greece in Cockerell and his net and the many body It was in a dry form and would
was in great misery and at nights
much the same way that the Bible expeditions he made around Santa Fe. oft. He
I would lay awake holding his hands so
has inspired all Christian literature. Dr. Lummis walked into Santa Fe and that he could not scratch and disfigure him1,-- captured
town
twenty-eigh- t
to
the
date
years
the
and
Odessy
The Iliad
self I tried simple remedies at first, then
orators ago. He was walking from Missouri got medicine, but it did no good. Finally
these
C.
From
poems
B.
000
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
so
derived their inspiration and artists t.i the coast and fortunately for us, a friend suggested Cuticura Remedies,
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS
to see what they would
motifs for their pictures, statues and stopped at the end of the trail. The I sent for a sample
to my surprise after a few applicaan- - friendship of twenty-eigh- t
years has do, whencould
essays. During the last century
see an improvement, and he
tions I
to
and
fame
the
much good
other use of these poems has develop- - brought
would rest better. I bought a box of Cuticura Ointment and a cake of Cuticura Soap
ed ' for archaeologists find that Horn- city of the Holy Faith of St. Francis,
Dr. Cockerell explained and illus- er' was the great historian and that
and before I had them half used my baby
was cured. His head Is now covered with a
our present knowledge of the Greeks trated upon the blackboard Mendell's
growth of hair and his complexion
must be traced through Homer and famous law the law which is law to luxuriant
is admired by everybody and has no
was
which
all
but
naturalists
backward.
today,
Homer
from
I hope other mothers will
Like all great wen, even the exist- unrecognized during the life of Menmy experience and not be worn
profit
by
with
ence of Homer has been denied. Ger- dell. Dr. Cockerell explained how out with poor babies who are tortured Mrs.
(Signed)
skin and scalp affections."
man students a few years ago put this law had been proved in the
Saunders, Sept. 29, 1911.
the theory that the Homeric - ing of green and yellow peas nd how Annie
Sale Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment do so much
collecwas
to
in
found
it
hold
true
a
composite
crossing
poems were only
for poor complexions, red, rough hands, and
poets of and breeding all forms of life,
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages tion of the contemporary
dry, thin and falling hair, and cost so little
Dr Lummis began his talk by ex- - that it is almost criminal not to use them.
that time. This denial of the authorseems to IMajnjng wnat a
Sold by dealers throughout the world. Libship of great masterpieces
great work arch. eral
32-Fe
The only exclusive
house in
sample of each mailed free, with
study
in
the
be a common outgrowth
f
aeoiogy wag accomplishing in the
on the skin and scalp. Address postbook
modliterature. AVe have other
manizing of the scjence 0 man He card "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
men should use Cuticura
aTender-face- d
era examples of this same thing in said that M truIy greflt invention liad
over Bacon and ever been made by civiIized
Stick, 25c Sample free.
Shaving
Soap
controversy
the
Phone
Black
Phone Black
or even the discoverer 1)rimjtive man made tne first inven.
W e may even imof the north pole.
tion when he discovered fire, and the BIENNIAL CONVENTION
an
time
some
future
at
second wnen he made tle firgt rude
agine that
OF PRINTERS WILL BE
archaeologist may be digging in the steps toward speech. The beginning
DEFEATED IS BELIEF
in
ruins of the congressional library - of language was thJ gmal, WQrd
reouch
Washington and discover records
fo). (hat
Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 13. Delegates
of discomfort when
Dawson Coal
Mr. Aborignee to the annual convention of the InJating to a great aiuencau uciv
Iola
these
And
in
nnmo was Theodore.
stumped his toe. He found that it ternational
Union,
Sawed Wood
Typographical
Toro
hero
writings he would finfl that this and gave him relief to say ouch grumb- - which held its second session here to- was known by Theodore at home
ling is thus a primitive force in man day, probably will defeat the plan of
in Afand greater relief to say "ouch" la petition of the members to have
by an entirely different word
a
called
was
twice. Then he found that he could jt'lie convention meet biennially instead
rica, that he was what
fe'.t hat, not
rough rider and wore a large
relief by these of annually. The committee on laws,
only express
that he was a statesman and author. - grunts, but create emotion by another which made its report to the conven-se- t
strena
was
That in some records he
of grunts, differently pitched he tion today is opposed to the propoM-coulBefore the resolution, it was
;uous usurper, wmie in omer accu.uno cry or he cou'd laugh, whicjtion.
he was a dove of peace and a harmon- was the rude beginning of song. Tn thought there would be heated
All Kinds of Building Materials.
izer. He was connected with animal
song became a relief and a com cussion of the report of the committee
studies, being known for his treaties fort. Hitting stones together and on laws which was considered section
Doors,
the
on the Teddy Bear and later upon
pulling the taught
made by sectionBull Moose. And that future arch- new, pleasant sounds which were the
ifard J3J Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
no one
believing that
aeologist,
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
grandparents of the drum.
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
mortal man could possess so many at
Phone, Red 100
Lucas County. ss.
The
first
resious
of
song was,
tributes, would evolve the theory that course, religious as the first serio
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is
of
these
hero
some
mythical
this was
01 primitive people are re- is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
American people. He might even dis uiuugms
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
'
neouore
sect the name proving that
and State
of Toledo, County
rorce.
me next City
came from two Greek words, Theo
will pay
said
firm
and
that
aforesaid,
was
or
tnat
war, tor if man did
rinre meaning" gift song
.nr,,o- r.nA tind
.
the sum of OXE HUXDRED DOL-- :
"
i , .
.1.. i
ne
Knew
at
to
least
"ve
traced
while Roosevelt would be
LARS for each and every case ot
ins iiuiguuor wnn wnom he must
the Dutch, Roose meaning roses and
that cannot be cured by the
Catarrh,
for
existence.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
Much later use of HALL'S CATARRH
CURE,
velt, a field; therefore this legendary struggle
then
war
the
song came the love
FRANK J. CHENEY.
character was one considered by his
for
in
those
song,
mai.Iens
were
days
who
Sworn to before me and subscribed
people as a Gift of the Gods,
AND
VW
wooed by being hit over the head and
Er-din my presence this 6th day of De- his country a Field of Roses.
.u
uiB Lle uu,ibe.
SWASTIKA
FACTORY WOOD
Dr. Schlieman, the famous archicember, A. D., 1S86.
some eight years ago the Arch- (Seal)
A. W. GLEASOX,
LUMP
aeologists that gave such an impetus
SAWED WOOD
believ- aeological Institute of America
real- of
ancient
to
Greece,
Notary Public,
the
study
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern-alived in Homer and used the poems as a ized that archaeology could be caught
in the southwest and decided to ally and acts
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
directly upon the blood
text book. Schlieman went to Tray
fnllowinc the story in the preserve Hie records found here. 'and mucous surfaces of the system.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
and
Homeric poems, dug into those ruins Tlie.v saw the primitive songs and Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHEXEY & CO., Toledo, 0
re- - customs which had disappeared
else- and found that. Homer. had really
.
. ...
TI'irm.rtVt nl.n-.Sold by all druggists, 75c.
01
counted tne Happenings
auuji iu uisappear
nisc.. WllPrO
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-To substantiate this story, Schlieman here and they made the most of the
found that there were nine cities opportunity to keep these records. Dr. jfitipation.
buried upon the site on ancient Troy Lummis was authorized to collect as
and that the sixth of these was the many of the Indian and Mexican
songs as possible upon the wax cylcity described by Homer,
Successor to
Dr. Durpfelt, the successor cf Dr. inders of the phonograph and today he
one of the most
Schlieman, used the Odessy as his has
extraordinary
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
text and planned his excavations ac groups of the folk song records to
be
found.
The songs of the Indian
cording to that story. The Odessy is
FIRST-CLAS- S
the original story of adventure flnd children at play, the Hide and Seek
were remarkable records. Then
perhaps not as authentic as the, Song,
tilrt
mo 'I'mm
laum
should
be
aung, sung oy tne young!
M
Both
regard-Iliad.
Also First-Clas- s
Busses
and
poems
J
Hacks,
Baggage Wagons
men to the old men in their races, the
AH UOOOS flt Klffllt FflCCS
ed as historical novels, founded upon
medicine song, sung by four Navajo
a basis of actual happenings.
310 Sao Fracisco St.
Phone Main 119
13 THE MOTTO OF
The slides showed the story of the boys with a swinging chorus and aj
SANTA FE, N. M.
Uaid and the Odessy in pictures and decided march time beat were very
fine.
proved exceedingly interesting to the
The Mexican songs were La
a
Audience.
from Cuba and a Shepherd song
Monday afternoon Dr. Alliot gave
the last of his series on the develop- from New Mexico, where the shepment of American art, showing partic- herd sings to the sheep and imitates
STAGE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
ularly the development in painting. their bleating in reply.
SQUARE DEAL TO ALU
The audience was delighted to be
We are especially fortunate in having
From
La Salle
these splendid lectures for this present when a record was made. JuBARRANCA TO TAOS heard
is only the second time they have lian Martinez sang a San Ildefonso 309
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South been delivered. Dr. Alliot was asked song with as much composure as that
to prepare and give them for the perhaps Caruso
would have had
Telephone II.
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot meeting of the biennial convention of in singing into that large horn with NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
the north bound train and arrives at Wowen's Federated clubs which met his back turned to a foreign audience.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
EXPRESS LINE.
in San Francisco in June. Some of the Dr. Lummis afterward played the
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
on
been
record
never
and
have
found
tones
produced
that
the
were
Short Orders at All Honrs.
Ten miles shorter than any other pictures
Red 161.
sli&es before and form a new group full and strong and the beautiful song
hacks and good of modern
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 way. Good cover
Dr. Alliot ex- preserved for years to come.
painters.
Bros. Drug Store
Leave
Orders
Butt
at
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
(French Noodle Order tOc, a dlsn,
furnished commercial men to take In plained how artists were at first
influenced by some of the old
Kev York Chop Suey 50c the
surrounding tcuns. Wire E'.nbudo greatly or
masters
perhaps their own master,
Rr'l did not reach their full capacity
until the second period when the
artist used his training to develop his
own original ideas and plans. Sometimes an artist will make his name
The highest point ot woman's hapfamous in special field and paint only
is reached only through mothin that line. An example of this is piness
in the clasping of her child
erhood,
shown in the Artist Richcox whose within
arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
her
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
picture of moonlight on the waves
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
made his name. For years he painted and Bhrinks from the
'TheWestPoint of the; Southwest.'
suffering incionly moonlight on waves. Then he dent to its consummation.
But for
turned to the tulip fields of Holland nature's ills and discomforts nature
Ranked as "Distinguished
won recognition in the salon for provides remedies, and in Mother's
Institution " by the U. S. and
this picture. Now a field of tulips Friend is to be found a medicine of
War Department.
means a Hichcox and Hichcox means great value to every expectant mother.
this characteristic Dutch landscape.
Located in the beautiful Pecos
It is an emulsion for external
Dr. Alliot showed a new field in application, composed of ingredients
Valley,3.700feetabove sealevel,
will
sunshine every day. Ooeo air
American art the western group of which act with beneficial and soothwork throughout the entire seson
effect
of
on
the
screen
those
the
he
artists throwing
portions
ing
for
sion.
Conditions for physical
It is intended to
"Historian" by Couse who lives in system involved.
and mental development are
Taos, and other Indian pictures. Also prepare the system for the crisis, and
IDEAL such as cannot be found
"Alice" by William Chase which Is thus relieve, in, great part, the sufferelsewhere in America. FourMade
which the mother usually
teen officers and instructors, all
regarded by some as the best work ing through
The
use
Mother's
of
passes.
from
Eastregular
standard
graduates
done by a modern American artist.
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
Mural painting has been highly de- Friend will repay any mother in the
modern in every respect.
comfort it affords before, and the helpveloped in America and has formed ful restoration to health and
Thirty years' of experience in
strength
Regents
a craft of its own. In this phase of
it brings about after baby comes, tailoring in seme of the largest
E. A. CAHOOX. President.
painting co!or and form are regarded Mother's
Friend
J. E. RHEA.
as of primary importance, and the is for sale at
cities in Europe and America.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
as
subject
secondary.
stores.
JOHN W. PuE, Secretary.
drug
Dr. Alliot has charge of the sum- Write for our
W. A. F1XLAY.
r! Washington
mer school In San Diego, which is a free book
for
For particulars and illustrated catavalued extension of the work done in expectant moth
logue, address,
e; en valuable
this school, and had to return to Cali- ers which contj
rPhoneBlack m.
fornia yesterday to make preparations information, and ggestlona oi
C0LJAS.W. WILL SDN, Sapt.
a
nature
helpful
for the meeting there during
the
mH
ivered.
jvv' i Called for t r ti
month of September.
Dr. Alliot's
8EADFIOD RECUl ' i C: , AumU, (U.;

Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " floods.

Dr. Mitchell Carrol, of Washington,!
legan his series of lectures on Greek'
art last Sunday evening in the house
of representatives. Dr. Carrol made
many friends in Santa Fe last sum- mer end he was welcomed by a large
audience last Sunday who were en- about the lecturer as well
as the lecture. It seems that Dr. car- also likes Santa Fe for he has
brought his family, with him this year,

j

the

Always the Leader

c
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INTER

WHOLESALE

AND
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

WE SOCK THE KNIFE IN TO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A Bib

WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT

BUSI-

BUSINESS

OUR

SOON

IS

GOING TO BLOW OU.

WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING

WHAT THE PEOPLE

WANT AND BY DOING A SQUARE

NESS.

,

Phone

If Its

14.

BUSI-

.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

hu-o-

Hardware We Have

Phone 14

It.

peare,

45

j

Why Import Mineral Water
r

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

d

:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

:

?

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

PORTLAND CEMENT

El

OF DOING

SOUR WAY

rais-fort- h

Santa

LEO HERSCH

45

I

NESS.

j

grain

PRICES

AT LITTLE

BUSINESS

Delivered to your house.

KAUNE &

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
CO.'S STORED PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

dis-tim- e

I

Red and White Cedar Fence Posts

Screen

FRANK M. JONES.

bow-strin- g

CAPITAL COAL YARD
WHOLESALE
RETAIL
LUMP

m'ms

REAL ESTATE

'".

r..

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
For Full Information Call,

lAi

CERRILLOS

Room 26.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

-

M

Capital City Bank Bldg.

-

SIZES.

'

t

.1 !

THE STAR BARN

ECONOMY

i

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern homeand why all tnis ngnt r 10
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

i

GROCERY

LIVERY RIGS.

J.

(light!

R. CREATH,

'

J.

WOODY'S

II. BLAIN,

desired.

Jr.

OW1

LINE

Restaurant

San Francisco Street

OTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

N

Phone

iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day ami n:ght Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

JULIUSOMURALTER

NEW MEXICO MILITARY

The Tailor

INSTITUTE

N

SANTA FEWATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
or

prices and
guarantee his work.
Ladies'
Orders taken

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

reasonable

and

Gents' Custom

Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

AKrue.

m

-

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

NOW

M.

July 3, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Francisco Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
N. M.f who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
Homestead Entry No. 014,735, for SW
SW1-4- ,
NY
and W
S
SE
Section 23, Township 21
SW
has
N., Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian,
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N'. M., on
4

2

2

Sept. 5, 1912.

IS THE TIME to

Porch, Park
and Lawn Sets, Swings,
Awningsand Screens made
to order by one who knows
Fruit Ladders a
how.

specialty.

'

J.F.RHOADS
104Galisteo Street

Telephone 157 W.

::

SANTA FE, N. M

Claimant names as witnesses:
It will not pay you tc. waste your
Flavio Montoya, Jesus M. Sanchez,
form
Rafael Herrera y Ortega, Ilbrado Her-rer- tiem writing out your legal
them already print
can
get
when
you
M.
N.
Espanola,
ed at th New Mextn Printing
MANUEL R. OT1URO,
t
Register. Company.
a,
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FRATERNAL SOCIETIES PROFESSIONAL CARDS

WOMEN DELEGATESTOPROGRESSIUECONUENTION
MRS. WM. GRANT BROWN (OX LEFT) AND MISS CLARA B. MORRISON, "FROM YORK.STATE."
--

1

MASONIC.
Montezuma
No. 1, A. F.

I

)

ATTORNEYS ATLAW.

Lmlfre
& A. M.

EDWARD P. DAVIES,

Kegular communication first Monday
of each month at

attorney and Counselor at Law.
.Rooms

17-1- 8

City Bank Building,
Masonic
Hall
at
Santa Fe, New Mexico
7:::o.
Assistant District Attorney, First
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
Judicial District.
.

LIN NIC V,

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter
K. A.

1.

Capiti

G. W. PRICHARD,

No.

at Law.
Attorney and
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to caset
before the State Supreme Court.
Coiin-jello.-

Regular
second
convocation
Monday of each month
at Masonic
Hall at

We are still rounding up LOW SHOES and
OXFORDS, which are being slaughtered

Seer tary.

Santa

Every Summer we make these Great Cuts
in Prices in order to make a clean roundup of
all OXFORDS we have on hand to get ready
for the FALL SHOES. The money you invest
at this sale will pay you as well as STANDARD

EXCLUSIVE PHOTOGRAPH FOR THE NEW MEXICAN AT
COLISEUM BY W. H. DURBOROUGH.
New York sent seven women as
delegates and alternates to the "Bull
Moose" convention at Chicago. Mrs.
William Grant Brown is the delegate
from New Y'ork city. Mrs. Brown has
been a staunch republican and suffragist for 14 years. She was president
MRS.

STEVENSON

the Woman's Republican club of
New Y'ork city and of the Woman's
Republican association of her state.
She is now president of the New
York City Federation of Women's
clubs, which includes 10,000 women.
Miss Clara B. Morrison is a sister

of

CHICAGO

!

Men's
'

Regular, $3.50 and $ 1.00, Nom on Sale at $2.75
"
4.00 "
3.15
4.50,
"
"
"
"
4.50 "
5.00 " " " "
3.50
5.00'values, your choice 2.00
One lot of Odds and Ends, 4.50 "

of Mrs. Timothy Woodruff, the wife
of the former lieutenant governor of
New Y'ork progressive party.
"The suffrage plank in tihe progressive platform was written by Dr. Anna
Shaw," said Miss Morrison, "and it
is along the same line as the California suffrage law."

Low Shoes,

WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS
PA I) i ID $3.50 and $4.00 styles
OU

1

AIl

$ J .y&
$2.65

while they last,

Women's Oxfords and Colonials, Regular $4.00, On Sate at
' Slippers,
"
"
"
3.50, "
'
2.50,

2.80
2.00

Children's Low Shoes and Oxfords at Your Own Price

20

an

I
j

I

ON ALL LOW SHOES

OFF

VaoipiMM

IS

TRAFFIC

DONT

MERELY

fl

LESSON

IN

REGULATION

BLOCK

W

SI DEW ILK!!

I

SHE 0LR

I

i

'Mil

tmMNK

Hall.
II. Foreman,

Wells, of St. ent." It seems that Wells was a delenominat-leLouis, who has just been appointed gate to the convention that
Bryan in 1S9G. He bolted Bryan.
treasurer of the national Democratic
committee, is a man of great promi
nence in his own city, but is chiefly
I
known nationally as a Democrat who

e

ST. LOUIS WOOL.
Louis, Mo., Aug. 13. Wool,
steady: territory and western mediums, 3024c; fine mediums, lS'20c;
fine, 1317c.

LIEUT BECKER SAUED $1,000,000 ON A $2500 NOTES ON MINES
OF NEW MEXICO
SALARY
New York, Aug. 13. What kind of i was quick to get into high favor with
SANTA FE COUNTY.
the "men higher up" and never has
man is Lieut. Charles Becker, the hu- been
Sunset Mining and 'Smelting Co.
superby
reprimanded
severely
man lightning road in the storm play- ior ocers even when
he got into the The first car of zinc concentrates was
ing over the New York police depart- most strenuous of his many squab- - recently shipped by this company, of
even
now,
man
who,
ment, and the
which W. H. Staley is president. Mr.
stands in the shadow of the electric
Staley states that there is another car
chair?
oi zinc concentrates on the mill floor
ready for shipment.
Well, Becker is just the sort of man
you would expect him to be the kind
New State Smelting Co. The smelt
of man who just seems to draw troubery on the site of the old stamp mill
le to him. Ever since he joined the
in the southern part of the city of
Socorro has been completed, and now
police department 19 years ago, he j
nas ueen me stormy petrel ul uie
is in blast. W. H. Case, of El Paso,
service. For he has figured in more
is the promoter of this enterprise.
"scraps" than any other officer in
SOCORRO COUNTY.
Manhattan.
Ernestine Mining Co. The output
for the last ten days of July amountBecker is a handsome,
ed to 1O00 pounds of gold and silver
chap, just over 40. He is over six
bullion and 5
tons of concenfeet tall, alert and of intelligent aptrates.
pearance, and in his trim, uniform
'
GRANT COUNTY.
looks a beau ideal of a "cop."
Doc Walsh J. C. McKee of HanovThis Rosenthal "fair is not by any
er, has1 leased this claim and has
means the first killing In which Che
drifted into a new shoot of
indicted lieutenant has figured. He
ore.
has been involved in two others two
Zinc Co. This company, opEmpire
in
sensations
were
very great
that
erating in the Hanover district, retheir time.
cently found a rich zinc deposit, and
Nor were these "killings" all the
at a place where no surface indicaBecktrouble that has come to Lieut.
tions could be seen. This discovery
er. He was recently awarded a medal
is important, as it seems to confirm
of honor for saving a life, only to face
tne belief that in this district large
resthat
the
'ater
the sworn charge
deposits occur at depth. The work in
LIEUT.
BECKER.
"
the full price
cue was a "frame-up,Ihe past has been largely near the
for which he is even alleged to have
surface. The shipments
are made
bles.
neglected to pay. He served under
regularly to Mineral Point, Wis.
no
at
Becker's
in
the
stormy
Jerome
has,
Although
salary
Atty.
Silver Cell The work of develop
days o that individual's raiding cam- time, amounted to more than $2250 a ing this mine, near Pinos Altos, repaigns, getting into many encounters. year, still he has had extensive stock cently acquired by G. L. Rule, and asfeud with dealings on Wall street. Also he has sociates, of Oklahoma, has been going
He had a
Chief Police Inspector Schmittberger. had enough left over to support his steadily forward.
While retlmberlng
s
He participated in a famous contro- family in
style, to give his the old shaft, a small shoot was no- versy with the late Stephen Crane, mother an income, to pay his divorcnoted author of "The Red Badge of ed wife alimony and in addition, to
Courage," over a woman of the un- start the building of a $30,000 home
derworld.
U interested and should know
Finally, as captain of the iu a fashionable section of the Bronx.
about the wonderful
Indeed, the word comes to Dist.
"Strong Arm Squad," he has been inMARVEL
Whirling Spray
dicted, charged with plotting the mur- Atty. Whitman that Becker is worth
Dew Vaginal Syringa.
Best most convenient, it
der of a gambler who revealed Beck- considerably over $1,000,000. This Is
er's alleged partnership in the crimes to be one of the state's biggest points
1st for it.'
if if is proved, for Becker never made If h
he was enlisted to suppress!
ipply tMW'J1
MAK .
rtnootherNr"";
In
Wall
a
BeckIn
all
and
his
of
trouble
his
But
street,
big "killing"
spite
Ives fuH oirHra- - Y6, t
1
er seems to have had "snaps" In the salary was scarcely enough, to live on book
VahtahlatA Iai41t
btl ind
MUVU
service for the most of his career. He more than comfortably.
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ticed, which was sampled and was
found to be rich in silver. A drift was
started at once on the shoot which has
widened to 17 inches and now shows
as a distinct vein.
Cleveland The new mill has been
doing satisfactory work. It is expected that the total shipments for the
week ended August 1 will be four cars.
George Utter, owner.
Co. Phelps-DodgCopper
Chemung
& Co. have secured control of
this property, in the Burro mountain
district. It is reported that about
ore is
2,000,000 tons of
blocked out.
Chino The present treatment capacity ot the mill is approximately
3,000 tons of ore per day in the sections now in operation.
e
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Dr. C. II. Ellsworth,
Dentist, 16
Baldwin St., Rochester, N. Y., says
Foley Kidney Pills gave him immediate relief and strengthened him won"I have been bothered with
derfully.
weak kidneys and bladder troub'e and
suffered much pain.
Foley Kidney
Pills gave me Immediate relief end
I am
strengthened me wonderfully.
pleased to recommend their use."
For sale by all druggists.

MARRIAGE LICENSE.
The following
marriage licenses
were issued today, viz.: Julian Jim Inez, aged 30 years, of Santa Fe, to
Miss Dominguez, 19, of Rio Tesuque.
Anicita Maestas. 20, to Miss Oliva
Vigil, 13, of Ui Pueblo, N. M.

Clergyman's Son
Cured of Tuberculosis
disease ODd
Consumption is a Itattt-riuthe sufferer is tilled with luight hopes of
own rtrend
lis
Cull
it
hy
improvement.
name uml then tuke Ikimin's Alterative, because It is effective in Tulier-euloslhere
No one need dou!t ubout
is plenty of evidence from live
investigate the following: N. Y..
Ameliin.
Trior to 1 eli., i'MH, I was
"Gentlemen:
located iu Rochester, N. Y., siifl'tfi'lnK
which developed Into
with I.atirlppe,
Tuberculosis. .My physician pive uie one
month to live. 1 was having terrible
niKht sweats and mid-dachilis and loshaving gone from l.'w
ing tiesli rapidly,
to V7t lbs. I couched and raised continually and became so weak that walking
h few feet exhausted me. tin my return
home, my regular physician jrnve ine little encouragement.
My father, who Is a
clei'Kymnn, heard of Kckmntt's Alterame
tive and Induced
to take It. The
nlcht sweuls and chills disappeared, my
counh became eosier anil gradually diminished and In a few days I developed
I am
nn appetite, the first In months.
now iu perfect health, hack to lfio lbs.
s
I feel certain that I owe my life to

ESTATE.

Special Master's deed, by Frank J.
Lavan, to Leon Grlswold, of Boston,
Mass. Three mining claims. Consid-

eration,

$4545.13.

Leon Grlswold, to Fred Muller, et

nl, ?4,500.
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state.

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS.

1

to 3 P. M.

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
meeting on the first Thursday of each
! PHONE 233. I
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 63.
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
You cannot get up to date printing
ma'erlai
A. S. Jones of the Lee Pharmacy, unless you have
Chico, Cal., who has handled Foley & and faculties. The New Mexican
Co.'s medicines for many years says: Printing Company has both, and at
"I consider that Foley's Honey and the same time expert mechanics. Tour
Tar Compound has no equal, and is orders are always assured personal attthe one cough medicine I can recom- entionmend as containing no narcotics or
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
other harmful properties." The genuine in a yellow package.
For sale working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
by all druggists.

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th

Alterative."

E. II. COWI.ES.
T
cannot flud words to
"Gentlemen:
express my appreciation of what your
remedy lias done for my Ron. It changed
despair Into hope within two weeks after he tiecan taking it. and without any
doubt in my mind, it saved his life.
to
"1 wish to add my endorsement
every word of his testimonial."
.T. .1.
COWI.ES.
UEV.
(Signed)
Pastor Presbyterian Church.
Ecktnnn's Alterative Is effective iu liron-ehltlAsthma, Ilav Fever: Throat and
and In upbnildlnjt the
LunR Troubles,
svstem. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
of cured eases and write to Eckman
Philadelphia, Pa., for more evi
laboratory,
dence, f or sale by an leaatng druggists bdu
Zook'B Parmacy, Santa re.
(SHrnc.li

REAL

OF

TRANSFERS

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe Lodge
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers always welcome.

Then they made him delegate to
the gold democratic convention which
nominated Palmer. But when they
finally got Wells anchored they found
our hero voting for MoKinley!
Rollo is

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

A. E. P. Robinson.

Cor. Sec.
Gonzales.

Hollo

bolted Bryan in 1S90.
lie was elected mayor of St. Louis
in 1901 and again in 1903.
Most people in Budweiser town will
tell you Wells is a "good fellow."
He is known as a conservative business man and a close friends of Dave
MisFrancis, the
souri reactionary.
He is himself many times a millionaire, belongs to all the swagger clubs
and attends all the "recherche" affairs in St. Louis swell society.
He holds that w.ek lost in which
he hasn't had two days of golf.
Vnder his admiration as mayor St.
Louis got its first supply of pure water. His was voted as a strictly business administration.
He was for years president of the
American Steel Foundry Co., and is
still a director and large stockholder.
He is also director in banks and
trust companies.
In a biography of Wells, Marion
Reedy, the "St. Louis insurgent editor,
says that politically Wells is "an outspoken democrat but very independ

DR. J. A. DIAZ,

at the Fireman's

YOU'LL WANT TO KNOW ABOUT DEMOCRACY'S
DOLLAR COLLECTOR
d

St.

L. O.

Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
No. 1. K. T. Regular
McKEAN & orlEETHAM,
conclave fourth Mon-laAttorneys-at-Law- .
in each month at
Practice in all the Courts and B
Masonic Hall at 7:::n
). m.
fore the Interior Department.
iCew Mexico.
II. KENNEDY, E. C.
Taos, E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Santa Fo Lodge of Per- Chas. F. Easley, . Chas. R. Easley,
a
Attorneys-at-Law- .
fection No. 1, Mth de
Practice in the Courts and before
gree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Land Department.
Free Masonry meets fin
Land grants and titles examined.
t:ie mini .Monday ot each month at Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-ci7 :.",0 o'clock in the
N. M.
evening in Mason
ic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visit iiu
scoiusn Kim Alasons are cordially in
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
vited to attend.
Attorneys-at-Law- .
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
Practice in the District Court as
Venerable Master. well as before the Supreme Court ot
the SUite.
P. O. E.
Las Cruces,
New Mexico.
Santa Fe LodgeXo.
P. 0. E., HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfcrt-TISE- ?
4(i0, B.
holds
its regular
session 011 the secTell your story to
ond
and
fourth
2,000,000
Readers or
each
Wednesday of
Twelve Dollars.
month.
Visit ing We will place your
advertise
brothers are invit- ment in 25 leading newspapers' Suned and welcome.
day issue, for $12 per insertion. DeFRANK T. I1LAXDY.
scriptive circular FREE.
Exalted Ruler,
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
P: M. A. LIEXATT,
AGENCY,
Secretary.
Taos, New Mexico.
Santa Fe Camp
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
M. W. A.
13514,
Dentist.
meets second TuesOver
Spitz
Jewelry Store. ...
soeach
month,
day
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Fire- Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
man's Hall. Visit
And by Appointment.
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WIIITTIER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
STANDLEV G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead
No. Ave., next door to Public Library.
2879. Brotherhood Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
of American Yeo 2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
men.
Phone Black 47.
Meets first Friday of the month

111: Uapv
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It's Your Great Shoe Opportunity.

ELECTED.

At a recent meeting of the New
Mexico Historical society Mrs. Matilda Coxe Stevenson, of the bureau of
ethnology, was elected an honorary
member. This is a special honor, as
in the long course of its existence the
society has elected but six honorary
members.
By the constitution, citizens of New Mexico are not eligible,
as they are expected to be active
members.
Prof. Bandelier and lion.
W. H. Davis were elected many years
ago; and Mrs. Ellen Kearny Cascome,
the daughter of General Kearny, who
presented the portrait of her dis
tinguished father to the society, was
similarly honored.
The election of Mrs. Stevenson was
a very appropriate recognition of her
remarkable work in Kew Mexico, and
followed closely on the lecture which
she recently delivered before the society in the capitol. Mrs. Stevenson
is easily the foremost ethnologist in
America. Her husband was one of the
founders of the U. S. geological survey and bureau of ethnology, and she
was a
with him for thirteen
years before his death in 18SS, and
then succeeded to his position.
The 23 volume of the ethnological
report is entirely her work, covering
the results of years of stuuy at Zuni,
and the only case of an entire vol ime
by one author. Since that publication
she has been constantly engaged in
other pueblos in New Mexico, having
the entry to secret organizations and
ceremonials never accorded to any
other white person, Spanish or American.

the Whole Family Right Now

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G.

jsl

OIL STOCK.
Up

-

Oilice: Laughlin Bldg., Suuta Fe, N. M.
T::!0 ii. in.
('HAS. A. WHKICLON,
HARRY D. MOULTON,
SICLICMAN,
II. I'.
Attorney-at-Law- .

ARTHF

AT HALF PRICE.

Shoe

.M.

Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Slisa, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.
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THE

JOHNSON

JEANETTE
BIG

CINDER

DECLARES

PAPERS FOR TEN
DAY

St. Louis
New York

TO FIGHT

WILL SIGN

ROUND

OR TOMORROW

WESTERN

SOON

HE

BOUT

TO

HIS WIFE WANTS

HIM TO DO IT

Chicago, IlL, Aug. 13. "I expect to
sign papers today or tomorrow that
will close arrangements
for a ten
round bout with Joe Jeannette in
Ivew York City," said Jack Johnson,
champion heavyweight pugilist.
"I have decided to fight this battle

C3
32

Denver
Omaha
St. Joseph
Des Moines
Sioux City

.338

71
71

.311

Capital Bar
An Ice Cold

WESTERN MEN GAIN
CONTROL OF TELLURIDE

Lemp's Beer will kill your

LEAGUE.
Won Lost Pet.
06
C2

60
57
57
56
52
39

POWER COMPANY STOCK.
New
.574 Ten Million Dollar Concern Has
of Directors With Only Two
Board
.514
Easterners Left on it.

49
52
52
52
55
57
60
72

Bottle or Glass of

A
A

.536
.523
.509

thirst

of
EMPORIA,

STOCK

1

CF

IN

INSTITUTION

Let Him tyiow It ir you are out or
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.

The following are the tiaie tabie
the local railroads:
Leave

KANSAS WOMAN AMONG THOSE

INTERESTED

TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS

IN LAS VEGAS

1

Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins !
Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles

riMt

NEW BANK OPENS

"A. T. & S. F. Ry."

8: 10 a. m., to connect 'w.tli No.
westbound and No. lo eastbound.

WITH

Returning, arrive Santa Fe at

$250,000
P.

b

Today's news todr.y.

the New Mexican.

12: 10

You get It in

m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30
to
Articles of incorportion were filed connect with No. 1 westbound pm.
and iNo.
here today for nother big bank. The eastbound.
Peoples Bank and Trust Co. Or East
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 P. in
Las Vegas which will start business
Leeve Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co
at once with a paid up capital of $100,-007 westboua i and ivo. 4
The new institution is capital- neet with No.
ized at $250,000, the shares valued at eastbound.
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:30
$10 par.

Five Widely Different

1;

Easy-Sellin- g

Magazines

Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 13. Control
Want a Representative
of
the Telluride r'ower Company, a Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.
Wichita .
.496
To Cover Local
Territory
Lincoln .
.461 Colorado corporation with $10,000,000
and $10,000,000 authorized bonded inIMPORTED
There to Big Money for the
o51
Topeka,
m.
P.
WIUAKO
debtedness was taken over by James
Alice A. Reeves, of Emporia, Kan.,
and DOMESTIC
right person. Man or woman,
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to conCampbell of St. Louis and J. R.
is among the directors of the instituyoung or old. If you want work
255
San
Francisco
W
Phone
239
St.
Nutt, of Cleveland, here today on refor one hour or 8 hours a flay,
tion. Other directors are L. E. Brown, nect with No. 8 easibound and No. S
write at once to
organization of the board of directors.
;of Las Vegas; Dernhardt Abercrom-- : westbound.
Changes are reported to be the result
Returning, arrive at Santa Fs, 11:30
ble, of Anton Chico, San Miguel coun
THE BUTTERICK, PUBLISHING
NATIONAL.
CO.,
of opposition waged by St. Louis and GOVERNOR WILSON IS
ty, and D. L. Batchelor, of East Las p. m.
v
Chicago at Boston.
Butterick Building, New York.
western
TO HIS JOB.
to
ATTENDING
stockholders
former
the
f
the
for
Beien
Passengers
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
Vegas. The institution will do a genana fecos Valley points shouii now
Trenton, N. J., Aug. 13. Governor eral banking business.
management.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
ofis
Wilson
his
in
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of I 20 ai
The company, rormerly owned by
spending the day
heretofore.
St. Louis, Cleveland
Connection leaves Allni A Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
and western fice at the state house here attending
AMERICAN.
PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
FOR
to state business.
He arrived here
operates
capitalists,
Querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:2o
Detroit at New York.
Or at Least His Capital I
a. m.
Utah from Sea Girt by automobile and was
generating plants
of the Interior.
Chicago at Washington.
and Idaho. Improvement expenditures accompanied by his brother, Joseph Department
D. & h. G. Ry.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Where Do You Get Shaved ?
totalling $1,750,000 are planned, it was R. Wilson. Thomas H. Birch, chair- Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
August 9, 1912.
of man of the committee on arrange-- i
announced, including completion
SAWYER'S IS THE BEST PLACE
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north
Pecos Forest.
the Bear lake reservoir in Utah and ments for the New Jersey day cele- NEW MEXI.O CENTRAL RY
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Give Him a Trial. East of the Plaza.
Idaho.
bration ai. Sea Girt next Saturday, Lamy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,
NATIONAL.
Leave 12:45 p. ai., connects with
I'tah and Idaho are building an announced today that the women's New Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
At Philadelphia.
R. H. E.
6 15 0 irrigation reservoir in the Bear river Wilson and Marshall league of Nelv Homestead
Philadelphia
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection!
Application No. 04728-11-- I
7 10
1 at Soda Springs,
Cincinnati
Idaho, and a new York, will be formally organized on 909, for SW
S
NW
from No. 3 east.
NE
narat
one
Idaho
Doo-in; generating plant
Batteries: Schutz and Killifer,
that day. Mrs. Thomas B. Gore, wife iNW
Section S, Township
SW
rows, Idaho.
of the senator from Oklahoma, Mrs. 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
Humphries, Suggs and McLean.
Robert W. Herter, Lawrencevllle
All western directors except Wm. J. Borden
Harriman, of New York, the has filed notice of intention to make Mo., who had been bothered with
of
At Brooklyn.
R. II. E. Story and Frederick Steigmeyer
r
The Greatest Discovery of the Age.
three daughters of Gov. Wilson, and f'nal
proof, to establish kidney trouble. for two years, says:
1
5 l Salt Lake City, I'tah, were replaced
Brooklyn
Mrs. Archibald Alexander,
of Ho- - claim to the land above described, be--' "I tried three different kinds of kid- Made from the formula of an Emdirectors
York
and
in
New
3 13 l by
residing
Pittsburg
members in a fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
boken, N. J., will en-i- ll
It will
My inent German Doctor.
Batteries': Yingling and Miller; Cleveland. The retiring board dis- big tent to be pitched on the grounds Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex., on the ney pills but with no relief.
told me to use Foley Kid cure all rheumatic and muscular
neighbor
missed by resolution as authorized the of
Robinson and Gibson.
9th day of October, 1912.
the summer capital at Sea Girt.
ney Pi!ls, I took three bottles ol pains in both old and young. Recin
$8,000,000 damage suit
brought
Claimant names as witnesses:
I
and got a permanent cure.
the
Utah
former
management
At Boston
by
R. II. E.
ognized by most leading doctors
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales, them,
TELEGRAPHIC BRIEFS.
Boston
2
0 against directors Campbell, Stegmey-e- r
of Pecos, New Mexico; Manuel Delga- - recommend them to everybody." Fo; as the greatest cure for Rheumasale by all druggists.
and Story.
Washignton, D. C, Aug. 13. Ameri- do, of Santa Fe, New
4 s 2
Chicago
tism, Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
Mexico; Juan
can
Minister
Weitzel
has
at
Managua,
Lame Backs, Colds in the Chest,
Perdue, Tyler and Kling; Reulbach
Ramirez, of Pecos, New Mexico,
entire authority to take measures for
You cannot get up to date printing
and Cotter.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
SOCIALISTS MEET.
Cramps in the Stomach, are all
the protection of Americans during
material
removed by following the
Register. unless you have
the fighting between the Nicaraguan
and facilities. The New Mexican quickly
AMERICAN.
The socialists of Santa Fe, met on
directions
closely that accompany
tebels and the government.
At New York.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
R. H. E. last Monday night, August 4th, and
Printing Company has both, and at each package of UNCLE ABE'S
13.
Discussion
Denver,
Colo.,
Aug.
same
New York
the
3 5 0 effected a reorganization of a local,
time expert mechanics. RHEUMATISM SOAP. Guaran(010493)
of possible ways to remedy the short9
Your orders are always assured per
Detroit
3 1 with 19 members.
A called meeting
of the Interior,
in beef and the consideration of Department
teed under the Food and Drugs
age
Batteries:
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., sonal attention.
Fisher, Waihop and was also held last night to hear re- resolutions
Act.
toward
federal
leglooking
Lake
and
of
Sweeney;
committees.
The committee
1912.
Stanage.
ports
islation
that
indus- July 22,
will
J. KILBRIDE, SOLE AGENT,
better
their
on procuring a hall was instructed to
Notice is hereby given that Sefer-- ; j A Want Ad. in the New Mexican Suite 31 and 35. Dept.
are among the topics scheduled
No. I Bridge Plaza,
At Washington.
R. H. E. close contract with the Carpenters try,
sees
more
New York.
one
in
ino
people
day than you Price irtr; Lonj.' Island Citv.
Vigil, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
for discussion at the national convenMiiil add (!. for Postaee
liv
pkuv
3 10 1 union for the use of their hall for
per
Washington
ALL MAIL OKDEliS PROMPTLY FILLED'
tion of the master butchers of Ameri- who, on July 2G, 1904, made home-- ! can see in a month. Try one.
5 12 1 future meetings.
Chicago
The present memstead entry No. 010493-799for E
Batteries: Hughes, Cashion, Englc bership of the organization represents ca, commencing here today.
NW
SW
Sec. 13, Lot
Kingston, Jamaica, Aug. 13. Move- NW
and Williams.; Peters, White, Walsh about
of the socialists in the ments
in the Haitian colony here indi- 3. Section 24, Township 18 'N., Range
and Schalk.
city.
cate that preparations are under way 10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no-- ;
of the formation of an expedition to tice of intention to make Final Five
oust the new president of Haiti, Gen- Year Proof, to establish c!aim to the
MEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
eral Tancrede Auguste, who was elect- land above described, before Register
'
ed by the Haitian congress, August 5, and Rec iver, TJ. S. Land Office,
Local Agents lor
following the tragic death of the late Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th
President Leconte.
day of Sept., 1912.
Claimant names
as witnesses:
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 13. "We eigners, to persons who have never
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Anas- "Elastic"
LETTER LIST.
never will agree to peace so long as seen them, but work them for what
List of letters remaining uncalled tacio Montoya, Atanacio Vigil, all of
Desk combined.
and
Madero remains as president. I would they can get out of the country? That for in tne postoffice at Santa Fe, X. Santa Fe, N. M.
is what we are fighting for and M; for week ending Aug. 10, 1912.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
A Desk Unit with inr or
rather see my son dead on the battle- rather than see my son bend to the
If not called
for within
Register.
two
m
II
sgj
many Book Units as desired.
field, than to see him forget those will of Madero, I would see him dead weeks they will be sent to the dead
B
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Today's news today. You get it In
poor peons, who are fighting for their on the battlefield."
letter office at Washington, D. C.
EmiWi
fi
the New Mexican.
Araniaga, Miss Delfinia.
liberty," declared Mrs. Pascual Oroz- J
tive. We want to stow'you
W
THE "PROGRESSIVE" PARTY.
Austin, Mr. A. C.
co, Sr., the gray haired mother of the
its advantages and possi- -Mexican revolutionary leader.
Mrs. I Irs the individual, man or woman, who
Bringergert, Mr. August.
bilities. C 11, write or phonv
f,
Conches, Miss Man'iehta.
Orozco, with the wife and five chil uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache
4 Horse Power
Castillo, Miss Genoveba.
dren of the rebel leader, has been in rheumatism, weak ack, and other
Los Angeles several weeks. Asked if kidney and bladder
Casanoba, Sr., Emilio.
PRICE, $165.00
irregularities. Folshe did not think it better to end the ey Kidney Pills are
Castillo, Miss Gertrudes.
healing, strengthWith
Imported Magneto.
Mr.
Dan.
war and save many lives, Senora ening, tonic, and quick to
Donovan,
AiMotorCycle without a doubt with trouble
produce
left ut the factory.
Orozco replied: "Don't you know that beneficial results.
Dominguez, Sr., Francisco.
Contain no harmFerree, Mr. G. N-my son is freeing slaves down there? ful drugs. Never sold in bulk.
Put
Don't you know he is fighting for the up in two sizes in sealed bottles. The
Everett, Mrs. Albert, (2.)
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
lands of the people, which have been genuine is in a yellow package. For
Gebby, Mrs. Geo. H.
sold or given away for a song to for- - sale by all druggists.
Gentry, Mrs. Alice James.
Gallagher, W. L., Jr.
Granado, Francisco.
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Gallegos, Eloisa.
Gonsalez, Canuto.
Family Trade Supplied.
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.
Gonxales Mr. Francisco.
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
PASH BROS., Agts., Santa Fe.
Kaachengerger, Karolyn.
Kitchell, Mr. Fred.
Hammitt, E. F.
Holly, Mr. Dan.
Warwick, Blanche.
Hackett, Ph. D., Miss M. E.
KATE COLLIER CHIEF SPASMIST AND CARTOONR.
Hickel, Mr. Chas.
--- ATE
Lilian, Hon. Felix.
Lopez, Miss Francia.
Lucero, Miss Siciiia.
VERY NATTY AFTERNOON
Madrid, Mr. J. M.
11
P?
DRESS CALLED THE ALA- Mr. John, (2).
McCarthy,
a5
will be
McMahon, Mr. Edward.
Muchfalalafalula,
in vogue This Season
McGrath, Mrs. Lizzie.
it is made of kiln dried
skins cut catawump- bologna
McMillan, Ross.
US WITH RlF RAF
EMgRoiDERy
F w J '
AROUND THE BALCONY. SOME
McGee, Mr. E. V.
OF THE MORE FASTIDIOUS WILL
Mr. Thomas.
Moore,
WANT THE &A8LE ENDS TRIMMoulton, Miss M. Myrtle, (2).
MED
with Dill berries or.
Garden hose, this
can be
Massengill, T. W.
Done at any time, a few
"yOU have approved
Mallone, Mr. Claude E.
bakino powder biscuits
filing systems, good
Miss
Eloyde.
Neel,
Tacked ro the hem cf the
typewriters, good paper
Coriz, Santiago.
garment will help act as
an(' careful stenographers,
ballast as well as enhance
Padia, Senora Dona Senobia Irie de.
the beauty of design
but many are unaware of
J.
Luna
Prada,
This not onlv makes a
the need for good carbon
'a1
E.
R.
Mr.
Peree,
very becoming afternoon
V MAN FROM MUSKEGON
of the troubles
dress
summer wear
paper
Reynolds, Mr. William.
But ey punching a few
KAN
FIVE BLOCKS
Miss A. H.
Ridenour,
copies
poor
may later
HOLES IN IT WITH A GIMLET
TO A 'FEYER;
Rivers, Julia Herineg, (3).
bring.
IT makes a veray serviceable
WHEN HE LOOKED HIMSELF
Be fortified against any
lace curtain
Ronakin, Mr. J. B.
TH6
O'ER
In This way the alafalala?'
HE CRIED OUT:
Ribera, Miss Gualupita.
possible
disadvantage ocOH,MYLOR
FALULA GOWN WILL
fill a
I FORGOT TO COMPLETE
Rogers, Mr. J. TJ.
. LONG FELT WANT.
from the use of
curring
MY ATTEYER'
Romera, Guadalupe.
wrong material. Take
Romero, Geronimo.
MOTHER
advantage of the example
Romero, Miss Valentine.
set by thousands of proFROM OUR.
Rael, Matias.
gressive business houses
Stiles, Mrs. H.
and look into
L.
Miss
Severance,
pyHF widow's son read
Shafer, Mr. Philip.
f. )
'diaHond dick',
Thiem, Miss Annie.
IT SEEMED TO GIVE HIM Jnv.
Scott, Mr. Mont.
SHE ASKED A MINISTER IF HE
Thiem, Miss Annie.
COULD ELEVATOR BOY.
Torrez, Mr. Elimente.
Tafoya, Miss Frances.
X
The copies made are clean,
and distinct. The inks (black, blue,
Whitney Miss Helen.
'
purple, green and red) do not rub or blur. MultiKopy is clean to handle and
Mr.
J.
Ward,
Made in six varieties:
The following list names the varieties
wonderfully
Wilson, C. F.
and gives manifolding power of each :
Wheaton, A. W.
REGULAR FINISH
HARD FINISH
Pastor First Baptist Church.
MulliKopT. LtWt, 20; Medium, 8; Billing, 6
MuItiKaor, LtWt, 16; Medium, 6; Billing, 4
JACK AND JILL
Miss Abedia Gonzales.
WtNl UK IMt HILL
TO GET A PAIL OF WATER
In calling for these letters please
Jack sa-- it was too much
state whether advertised or not.
use it for 100 lettors. Mention your Dame, firm's Dame (or school) and
like work so he had the
E. C. BURKE,
dealer's name in wriuuff for sample.
0
well
'

rifiAD

TODAY'S REPOR7
--

cut-of-

c

hydro-electri-

niorado,

TODAY'S GAM ES

UNCLE ABE'S

4

4

RHEUMATISM SOAP

'

five-yea-

.

j

2

4

one-hal- f

JACK JOHNSON.

for the sake of my wife only.''
Johnson weig'hs 24
pounds', just
three pounds less than when he start
ed to train for his fight with Jim
J?lynn at Las Vegas.

CLOVIS WILL HAVE

PRIZE FIGHT TOO
ANSON

GIANT

JACK

CHALLENGED

WHO

JOHNSON

AND

FRANK

DALLAS,

TEXAS

WILL

BEVERLY
FIGHT

OF

FINISH

SCRAP.

Clovis Is next in line for a heavyweight prize fight according to a let
ter received by the New Mexican
sporting editor, from Deam of Ama
rillo, Texas, business agent for Cass
Tarver, known as the Anson Giant
uho Is going to fight Frank Beverly,
another Texas heavyweight on August
29.
The Anson Giant is the man
who challenged Jack Johnson before
the Las Vegas fight and is heralded
33 the latest thing in the white hope
line. Deam's letter is as follows:
Sporting Editor New Mexican, Santa
Fe, X. M.

Kindly permit me to advise as folr
lows: Articles have been signed
date of August 5th, for a meeting
over the ten round route, between
Cass Tarver, the Anson Giant, whom
you will recall as having challenged
Jack Johnson at Las Vegas, July 4th,
and Frank Beverly, of Dallas, Texas.
Owing to the large number of admirers of both these boys in West
Texas, and the Panhandle, this bout
will be staged at Clovis, New Mexico,
Thursday, August 23th, which point
is thoroughly accessible to this territory. Tarver is now in hard training
and will weigh in for Clovis match at
two hundred and forty-si(246)
pounds. Kindly mail me copy of the
Kew Mexican containing
announce
ment of the above match, and do
not hesitate to call on the writer for
any courtesies you may require in
connection with same. Thanking you
un-ie-

x

I

am.

Yours truly,
E. M. DEAM,
Amarillo, Texas.
Traver's measurements are: Age 21
Tears, height six feet six inches,
weight 246 pounds, reach 81 inches,
neck 19 inches, chest 46 inches, waist
36 inches, bleep 16
inches, forearm
151-inches, wrist 29 inches, thigh 29
inches.
Inches, calf 18
2

4

2

STANDING OF THE
CLUBS

NATIONAL LEAGUE,
Won Lost
3sTew York
73
29
67
36
Chicago ,

Pittsburg
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Brooklyn
Boston ,

60
53
48
47
38
28

40
49
57
59
67
74

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Won Lost

Poston
Washington
Philadelphia
Detroit .
Chicago
Cleveland

74

.

66
63

...54
52

..51

34
52

44,
55
54
56

Pet.
.716
.651
.600
.520
.457
.443
.362
.275

DEATH OR VICTORY

DECLARES MRS. OROZCO SR.
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COLORADO SALOON
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Smooth Road,
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long-live-
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Write for Free Sample Sheet

OF

1

moved

TAKE GREAT

SKINOTCH

(after a

NIGHT WITH
Kthe eors): MUS-6SM00SH
ROAD LONG HERE, AIN'T FELT A
JAR FER (HIC) HALF 'N'OUR

who will
LEFT

PLEASURE

IN

,-

THE EMINENT VENFROM OSHKOSH

TRILOQUIST

(gAveoY

to

bottom
the hill next the
day.

HE

Pet.
.6S5
.611
.588
.495
.491
.477

ff
B

Throw his

voice
HANDED IN A BEAUTIFUL
UPSHOOT TO THE TOP OF THE
SCHOOLHOUSE AND SING THE
LATEST

RAGTIME HIT ENTITLED-GLNGET THE SHOTGUN.MANny
HOUSE FLY in mv ni.D"'

A

Postmaster.

All legal blanks

prepared according

to the Statutes of New Mexico,
State form, for sa'e by the
Mexican Printing Company.

new

N-,-

f

Work for The New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and the
new state.

Star Brand Typewriter Ribbons

"e" without clogging tbe type so as to show ou the paper.

MlEv J5

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., AGENTS,
SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.

UNITED STATES BANK

Does a General Banking

,

President

H. F

W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

Frank Ralnh, leading contractor
OLlllL UML I Lrm
Albuquerque, spent the day in our city
this week.
REDUCES
TERM
TAFT
OF
Mr. V. S. Mier, of Cula, X. II., was PRESIDENT
i:i the city yesterday on business, the
MAN CONVICTED OF CENSUS FRAUDS-guest of his sister, Mrs. Wagner.
WILL GO TO PRISON AT ONCE
General A. S. Brookes left today for
an outing on the Pecos, where he will
join some out of town friends in an
Word was received here last night
effort to gather in a catch of mounthat the president had commuted to a
tain trout.
George Antone, the "Santa Fe wool! J ear and a day, the four year
paid a visit to Moriarty last fence of Mariano F. Sena of Santa Fc,
Thursday and bought the clip of that convicted ten years ago of padding
census rolls when he was census
thriving community, amounting to
director for Xew Mexico. Sena, it is
lino nounds.
Mrs. C. A. Baca, whose husband 'said, will begin serving sentence in
a few days. Friends of the Sena famdied a few months since, at Socorro,
had
for ten years to save
ily
in
came
last Sunday night and is stay- !the manfought
from
prison hut. without
ing at the house of Jose Sanches, on avail.
to
They were able however,
Agua Fria road.
fight off final action in the case until
coltreasurer
and
Eugenio Romero,
when the president reduced
lector of San Miguel county, came in yesterday,
the sentence.
Great pressure was
last night, and is spending the day in brought on the
president to suspend
.....
,

Business.

Asst. Cashier

Incorporated

1903

Take an

Millinery

The new Portfolio of Fashion for Ladies and Misses has arrived. It portrays the most charming line of Fall and
Winter Styles we have ever shown.

COME AND SEE THEM

125 Palace Ave.
40; heavy,
butchers,

S

.2

"ff.

S.4.1

;

packers and
guts, $S.2r?

JULIUS H.

Sheep Recc:p;s.
!',"(; market,
steady. Muttons, $:;.."U'7( 4.30; lambs,
$ti.75ft 7.2o ; range wethers and yearl-- ;
lings. $;i.V,"ffi'3.25;
range ewes, $2. oil
j

n

SPECIAL SALE

CHICAGO GRAIN.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 13. Weather conducive to large harvest in the north-

west guided the wheat market today
Uje SPnlence entil.eIy. A montn ago and offset somewhat stronger cables.
.
m
sect.on
m
a
h.s
everything
pros.jju(J
p
tnj fe(Iei.a, cou af. 'Opening prices were unchanged to
perous condition.
mm,
t
h
lower. December
started at
A
,h
be
of
will
Mrs. Mary Safford of Santa Fe, court and
to
went down to !)2 and
a stay of thirty duya 92
gave
such
MARKED DOWN
spent several days in Aztec looking to permit the matter to he laid direct- quieted at !2
you will
after her property interests. Mrs. ly before the president. The result
corn kept its lead over
be
September
prices
Safford was a resident of Aztec years was a commutation.
It is said that !the ile'erred months and was reasonlow
ago and has many friends who are the action of the president is final:.
in the early trading.
The
active
ably
glad to greet her again. Aztec Index.!
lower to
to
opening was, from
,
Mrs.
Joe Danziger, his
l
at
started
higher.
September
Morris Danziger, w'ho have been vis- Ml
touched Tfic, ami rested
to
DOING
GO.
DRY GOODS
n
ADOLF
ajmh
tilt
lung .mis. amines
December opened
ATDEMING atlower
Vegas, were joined by her, and all
i
to
to a shade higher at
came down in her car to the city for!
and hardened at 34
a few days visit to Y. G. Hoover and
Oats followed the course of otiier,
iieming, X. M., Aug. 13. Henry
family.
Raithel and Miss Ruth Minman, of grains and trading was light. OpenRev. Summers of Estancia, was In Silver City, were married yesterday ing figures were
lower to
the city today on business but was at the home of the bride's parents, higher. December started unclianged
to
called on business of importance, hack Rev Francis Carol performing
the to a shade lower at 32
to his home to marry a couple that ceremony. The following party went and rested at 32
THE ECONOMY FRUIT JARS
could not wait for him to complete his ,, fI0m Deming and were present at
Light run of tiioss and higher prit es
errand. This is as it should be. Mar-- , the wedding: Mrs. Chris Raithel, Sr., at the yards made provisions a shade
The Best Fruit Jar in the Market.
rying is too important to he delayed. Arthur Raithel and wile, Mrs. Lew firmer.
.Easy to Open, Easy to Close.
not
was
and
Look after this matter. Bro. S.
Tr.de
opening
largo,
Brown, Miss O'Connor, H. C. Brown
z
high-,erit
further wishes
Prof. Martin
figures were unchanged to
and wife, and C. R. Hughes. The
with October products at 17.H5 for
that the Xew Mexican will tv returned yesterday afternoon with
for lard and
soon publish a circular letter, in both ,',, h..u
and groom, who will make pork; lft.Su'rf M.s2
AT LOW PRICES.
English and Spanish, setting forth the their home here at the corner of 10.7!) for ribs.
BOSTON WOOL.
improvements that have been mode in Spruce street and Tin avenue.
of his
and service
the building
lie-toRichard Young hs returned from a
Mass., Aug. 13. There was
school. He further requests those ! several months' visit in London and a good ohmie of business in the local
terested in same to write him or the Louisville, Ky. He states that his wool inark"t last wee!:. Xew York
Xew Mexican for any additional infor-- j father will return here shortly.
manufacturers show ed a disposition
mation.
Dr. J. M. Williams returned yester- - to buy and advances in prices are
Prof. G. J. Martin, of El Rito, presi- - day from London, Ky., where he has
The goods market reiuHins
AKERS-WAGNECO.
uent ot tne im nno normal, is in uie bel, visiting several weeks.
strong.
The new domestic clip 'has been
city for a few days, and while here; Thp Firsf gtarp b..nk of Domillc
will be found at the Sanitarium,
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
opened its doors for business this practically cleaned ui, much earlier
where he hopes to get a much needthan usual. Ohio
blood fleeces
morning. This new institution is of- ed rest. He reports a very successful ficered as follows: John Hand, pres-- ! sold at 30c; sales of territory wools'
from 23 to 2(jc.
term of the summer normal and that
ident; X. L. Miller and Hal Kerr, vice- - ranged
GRAIN AND PROVISION0.
fishing is exceptionally good in his presidents; J. G. Cooper, cashier;
section. The public school will open Sam T. Clark, assistant cashier. The
Chicago, 111
Aug. 13. Close
at El Rito this year with an increased above named officers constitute the Wheat Sept, 03
Dec. 03.
FT RE
FIRE
INSURANCE
attendance of at least 30 per cent board of directors. The concern is
Corn Sept. 71; Dec. 54
increase over last year.
32
31
(ft
Dec.
Oats Sept.
capitalized t $30,000.00, all paid in.
WITH 5 LARGE ROOMS 71
Pork Sept. $1S.OO.
The old Stenson building on Gould
PROTESTANTS EARRED
!g SO.
Lard Sept. $10.77
avenue hs" been remodeled and reno-- i
besides Pantry and Bath ; re
BY PERUVIAN CHARTER
Ribs Sept. $m.C2
vated to meet the demands of this
lot 90x175 ft., with a num- MONEY AND STOCKS.
bank, and elegant furniture and
blocks from plaza. Will to
Five
of
and
trees.
shade
ber
fruit
Xew York, Aug. 13. (.'alley money,
13. The
Peruvian tures have been installed,
Aug.
sil- 5
5
to
2
to
SNAP
immediate
paper,
prime
C
quote
price
purchaser.
J. G. Cooper, cashier, comes here
government will not permit a protest.Mexican dollars, 48; cop73
ant mission to go to Putumayo to in- - fr0m San Angelo, Texas, while the ver, CI
tin. $43.45? 4G.00;
vestigate the alleged atrocities re-- ! rest of the stockholders are local peo- per, $17T 17.50;
HI
lead $4.40((i i.CO: Amalgamated,
ported by Sir Roger Casement, on Pie.
LI
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Atchison, 109.3-4- ;
Sugar 12s
Messrs. Ed Iiyne and W. . Murray
behalf of the British government, to
Parn
have been perpetrated on the Indians are here from Silver City, having Xew York Central, 11 S; Xorthern
SouthReading. 172
in that Peruvian rubber gathering dis- - driven down yesterday in the car of cific, 131
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT- the former. E. A. Blevins arrived from ern Pacific, 113; Union Pacific, 173
trict.
112
car.
in
his
73;
Steel,
preferred,
At the request of an association Silver City this morning
NEW YORK COTTON.
S. A. Cox and family, and Mr. Tuckwhich is raising funds here for that
a
Xew York, Aug. 13. Cotton Spot
Gila river for
purpose, the British minister at Lima, er have gone to the
closed quiet; midding up'ands, $11.90;
X Charles L. Des Grez, instructed to as month's outing.
James R. Waddill and wife, John middling gulf, $12.15. Xo sales.
certain what facilities would be grantjj ed to a Protestant mission "by the Pe Waddill, Mrs. Thomas R. Taylor and
WALL STREET.
Xew York, Aug. 13. The rise in
ruvian government. In reply the Brit-- ' child, and Charles Taylor made a trip
ish minister cabled that the Peruvian ni the Minibres yesterday to visit stocks, 'which underwent, some
minister had informed him, 'Miss Elizabeth Tichenor. They went tion yesterday, was tentatively
a consultation with the presi-- ' in Thomas Taylor's auto, driven by sumed today, the movement however,
Southern roads
uniformity.
.lacking
dent of the republic, that any mission Charles Taylor.
John Hund and Dwight Stephens again achieved prominence while
other than one composed of Roman
a
would be barred by article returned this morning from Albmpier-- . riman and Hill issues were at
ef- 415 Palace Avenue
que, where they went to attend a con-- : standstill. Reading showed the
11 of the Peruvian constitution.
Phone. W 204.
ftrence of sheriffs and chairmen of fects of further liquidation but Lehigh boards of commissioners from all over Valley fared better with some inCORNELL MAN GETS JOB.
t'ne state. The subject of the confer- - quiry lor fcl. raw.
.
.
1.
1.
.,f mi me umracnu-once was the salary bill to ne pre-- :
Presi-uanauian
13
D.
'
Aug.
C,
r-iWashington,
rr-- r rj--r
of the regular dividenu,
news
on
next
to
set,
the
rented
the
to
senate
legislature.
the
sent
ident Taft
today
the
and
Eries
made
recovery.
later
John Hund has been experimenting
nomination of Jacob Gould Scliurman,
Gould group advanced materially but
president of Cornell University, to be with two acres of alfalfa, this season,
a
Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns in ?.
minister from the U. S. to Greece and uy giving it three waterings to the! St. Louis and San Francisco issues,
weak.
were
STERLING SILVER.
Montenegro.
cutting instead ot two, as is usual in including bonds,
n
&teei, too. was under luenauic.
this vnllev. He !i:uis that he will set
.Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
Bonds- were irregular. The market
HAND DECORATED CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
six cuttings, which will average a
ton and a half to the cutting, making developed an irregular lone in the late v
Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
ttl
CO. the season's yield nine tons per acre, afternoon.
KAUNE
H,
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
pro-some
j
Reading again manifested
which 'he says amply justifies giving
Ti
gress with slight recessions in other
each cutting an extra watering.
San Francisco
active stocks, as well as Sears, RoeJ
Reliable Jeweler
E. W. Trowbridge has just brought
Street .
buck and Studebaker. The market
in a new irrigation well on his desert
lost much of its snap in the last
claim four miles south of town. The
when some important issues regwelt delivers six hundred gallons of hour,
istered the lowest prices of tlie day.
water per minute. He has twenty
Towards the end the market's tone
acres in crop this year, and expects
made sudden improvement, most of
to have eighty acres in cultivation oa
the leaders selling at or above yesterthis tract next year.
day's close. The market closed firm.

Saturday, August 10th Only.

great variety

c

c
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to

articles
simply
a price that

will
have to buy. The
and the values large.

Khaki Suit, or

TO-DA- Y

FIT AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

St'."11'"

l''-S-

Ones!

e

Ready-Mad-

WHY NOT ORDER THEM NOW?

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

w.

Ok-

Garments

d

For Almost the Price of
!

i

lUD

ARMY BLANKET
--

Man-Tailore-

HE

STEPHENS, Cashier,

1356
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of

Your Patronage Solicited
LAUGH LI N
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personals-

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL 850,000 00

1. 6.
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ridiculously

c

Pair of

High Cut

Shoes, or

sister-in-law-

M--

ffjJQS

Good Pair of Leggins, or

SEL11

.",

Proper Hunting Shirt, or
Pair of Riding Trousers, or

o

Swell Ladies' Riding Skirt,
ONE OR ALL OF THESE

AT COST

ARE NECESSARY to spend that Outing properly.
Vou can then come back ready for the strenuous
work. The exposure will have done you good. We
have a selection such as you will not find any-

,

n

where else in the city.

P.

in--

BUN

THE

Phone 36.

O. Box, 219.

DISHES

BEAUTIFUL BRUSSELS RUGS

n,

SEUEUI

HANDPAINTED

FANCY

2

FURNITURE
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TO LOAN
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put this with what

you have and purchase a
property ? We have for sale some

GOOD income

Z

iee

ft

ot the best residence property in the city.
us before closing a deal elsewhere.

I

O. C. WATSON & CO.

jt

119 San Francisco St.,

i

DILL

2

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

SWEET PEAS

reac-foreig-

MULLIGAN & RISING,

JAMES; C. McCONVERY,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

n2

I

Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico,

License Nambers,

0

.....

Next Door to Postoffice,

' r Tr '

,

r

rr r rr

&i

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

hy

Walt ?

!

.

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

TAUPERT,
Dispensing Optician,
E. LAS VEGAS,

Returns

Work-Qu- ick

RED
OR
BLACK

!

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Now is the time

to place your

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
ST.

Telephone

9

MARKETS.
Chicago, III., Aug. 13. Cattle Receipts, 4,000; market, steady. Beeves,
f5.7510.25; Texas steers, $56.90;
western steers, $C.259.00; stockers
cows and
and feeders, $1.007.00;
$G.50
heifers, $2.C58.15; calves,

or-

ders for preserving. Now they are

W

at their

10,000;
market,
Hogs Receipts,
slow, 5c higher. Light, $8.0O8.C0;
mixed, f7.GO8.0; heavy, $7.45 8.45;
rough, $7.457.70; pigs, $6.00&S.0O;
bulk of sales, $7.908.40.
30,000;
market,
Sheep Receipts,
dull, mostly 10c lower. Native, $3.15
4.50;
7.25 ;

Read

It

A Want Ad. In the New Mexican
sees more people In one day than
you
can see In a month. Try one.
A little want ad costs tut a few
cents and brings wonderful result3
Latest sporting news In the Santa
when published in the New Mexican.
Fe New Mexican. Read it.
one.
Try
IWe are making

a

Uve paper.

Lowest and Best
We can take care
of your business.

If

Society Stationery The New 5lexM
can Printing Company nave on hand!
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Oi.

you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your or
der wun tne New Mexican Printing
prices will be quoted upon .request
Our styles and '.orans are strictly up
to data.

ders taken tor engraved and emToday's news today.
bossed work. Several lines to make
the New Mexican,
ur selection from.

You get It In

H,

S,

HE

western, $a.35'4.50;

year-

lings, $4.305.50; lambs, native, $4.25

& GO.

Where Prices are Lovct
for Saii Qualitv.

western, $4.257.45.

KANSAS CITY LIVEcTOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 13. Cattle
15,000,
including 1500
Receipts,
southerns; best, steady; others weak.
Native steers, $G5010.20; southern
steers, $5.00 7.00; southern cows
and heifers, $3.505.50; native cows
and heifers, $3.259.00; stockers and
$3.7b
$4.50 7.C5; bulls,
feeders,
calv---

BIGGEST BARGAIN IN CITY
o
front lots on
Three Sixty-foRoad, three blocks from Capitol
MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE !
Gal-iste-

ot

INSURANCE
Fire,

Life,

Accident,

CALL

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

IP

LEONARD

tel

w

REAL ESTATE
9m

I

City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Orchards,
Land Grants, Etc

Surety
Of

AUTO GARAGE
THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK.

Bonds

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS

Cor.
Seligman

All Kinds.

and

Water
Sts.

Room 24

western Telephone 194 W.,
$5.008.75;
western cows,
steers, $5.50'(g9.20;
LALGHL1N BUILDING,
$3.506.00.
(market, 5
Hoes Receipts ",f
mles, $8.20
SANTA FE.- - - - NEW MtAlO
jand 10c higher. E
5.25;

FOR SALE!

S

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.

9.25.

uggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

104 DON GASPER

Qt YONTZ,

RASPBERRIES

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
B

,

'

NEW MEXICO.

Accurate

5

S,

!

Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
THE ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
Phone your caX
Giving the best service at all times.
CJ1PPI IK OF FVFBV nFVRIPTinN (M HAND.

the

Mccormick

auto

co. I
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FIRST

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
The Santa Fe New Mexican
Published Daily
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
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President
General Manager
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SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, per year: by mail
Daily, six months, hy

mi

Weekly, per year

making some successful attempts at has discovered what the sights on a
fishing, that we omitted the name of gun are for in a shooting contest, as
Valley Ranch, N. M., Aug. 12, 1912. Mr. Van de Vries, we assuming the well as taking a prominent part in
We wish to apologize for an omis- man of such distinguished fame in; other outdoor sports enjoyed by ev- be classed even eryone at Valley ranch.
sion and are indebted to our worthy fishing could hardly
with the previously mentioned fisher-Mr. and Mrs. I. F. MeNtilty, Mr.
grand chief, John N. Van de Vries for men, Prof. Van de Vries having 'and Mrs. E. A. Perrenot, Mr. audi
calling the matter to our attention, caught two fish at least six and a Mrs. S. Spitz, accompanied by Mrs.
Our omission was when mentioning half inches long during the last week. Dr. Small1, Miss Florence Spitz and
the names of a number of prominent but in addition has almost learned Bernard Spitz, motored over yester-mein a previous issue, w ho were how to count in a tennis game and day.

Daily, par quarter, by mail
Daily per quarter, by carrier

$1.00

Weekly, six months

$1.25
$1.50

50

(Tjliere was

"All of Today's News Today"

EKo

Tvas

born on the day

Take us by and large, tlhere never has been a time when a people needed
waking up as now. We're huddled up in luxuries and sweet dreams of power
or place or fame or ease, and even if we get all of these things we're no
better off unless we wake up to wisdom in the use of them.
Now and then, here and there, an individual does rouse up and rise up
to something like the possibilities life affords just now, and one phenomenal
thing about this awakening is that each feels and is the equal of every
other. A fellowship of souls and a brotherhood of minds exist that levels
no walls and bridges no gaps, because no walls or gaps divide them in race
or custom or sex or creed. The big realities are the only things that appeal
to them, such as making smooth the pathway for weak, tired or stumbling
feet, or adding to the joy of the whole by doing good work in the way each

Jrv

say,

(Ajnd he

died on his

j

REMARKS

&

' The welfare of the mass of
laborers, who form the base of our industrial structure, is as important to the nation as ttie prosperity of the industries they are engaged in. The government should regulate and supervise
all such industries so as to prevent human waste and conserve the health,
energy and skill of the working population."
That, sounds sale and sane does it not? It does not sound like an emanation from a paranoiac does it? It just sounds like a square deal proposition
between man and man. It is an extract from the speech of Theodore Roosevelt at Chicago.
0

Another text in our creed:
Up to the limit of the constitution, and later by amendment of the constitution, if found necessary, we advocate bringing under effective national
jurisdiction those problems which have expanded beyond reach of the individual states.
It is as grotesque as it is intolerable that the several states
should by unequal laws in matter of common concern become competing commercial agencies, barter the lives of their children, the health of their women
and the safety and
of their working people for the profit of their
financial interests.
well-bein-

0

the throes of a process of city charter making and is

certainly going the limit with new suggestions for city government. They
have arranged for more bureaus than are found in a well regulated furniture
store. They are for funeral direction, speech making, banking, pawnshops,
crematories, cemeteries, municipal farms and a host of other things including the ownership of all public utilities, including transportation, communication, light, heat, power, refrigeration, terminal facilites and what not. If
all these thugs are adopted and really put in operation Los Angeles will give
other cities an impressive lesson wihen the crash conies.
0

Cousin Will Taft has got an idea. In some parts it might almost be
called an Inspiration, and we don't hear the cackling and crowing over it
that the novelty reaily deserves.
He thinks that the Philippines have cost t'ncle Sam nothing, if you
leave out expenditures incident to military and naval operations and the support of the United States forces in the islands.
William has been very quiet ever since the Bull Moose horned him so
dreadfully in Ohio, and we just knew that was nesting on something big.
0

Mexico is rebuked for its divers blows at capital. General Luis Terrazas,
cattle king, has bought a big ranch on our side of Vhe border, where capital
may do as it gentlemanly pleases and fell with the agitator who would say
it nay even the gentlest, daintiest, most zephyr-liknay.
It is not recorded that his flitting occasioned repentant sobs beyond the
Rio Grande, but that is no reason why we should not rejoice to have him
"in our midst."
e

0

that firing has beguu on the Mexican border and American soldiers
being shot on this side, we are led to wonder if the mounted police could
i.i t be used to better advantage down in southern Xew Mexico than to be
utilized in stopping boxing bouts tnat may run over ten rounds.
Now

n

advertisement calls for live grocers to introduce some new commodity to the public. We would hate to be compelled to go against anything
An

Introduced by a dead one.

0

Let's see, is not this present political movement the one that Taft- once
tried to squelch by witholding a few postmasterships from a handful of
progressive congressmen?
An Ithaca man brags of a hen that laid an egg half white and half brown.
That does not sound any more wonderful than the hen in every hennery that
lays eggs that are half white and half yellow. .

So many thieves infest the Delaware river that Philadelphia has been
compelled to start a police boat patrol. But won't the thieves all get away
before Philadelphia wakes up and gets started?
0

Governor Osborn of Michigan, after gyrating around like a whirling
dervish on the presidential question is now lor Roosevelt. This should be his
last stand as he has now been for them all except Debs and Chafln.

The king of Montenegro lias worn the same silk hat tor sixteen years.
We saw some of t'liut kind being worn here last winter at the inaugural
ceremonies.
-- n-

Scnie fool doctor says, "If you want to be beautiful do your own washing." It's evident that doctor never was married and saw his own wife over
a washtub.
o

quantity.
0

.

scientist has perfected an instrument for registering the
breathing of insects. We would hate to have register that of a gila monster
A Vienna

0

The Archbald impeachment trial will not be pulled off until December.
That will give the judge a chance to enjoy his Thanksgiving dinner.
0

"Listen to your wife,'' says a medical expert. Every married man knows
enough to do that, without the advice of the doctor.
0

.

The late emperor of Japan sometimes wrote fifty poems a day.
wonder hes dead.
0

The diet of Japan has beeu called together. It's rice, presumably.

Xo

.

O--J

uncertain and all that sort

We hope in that keynote speech
that Uncle Tom will take up the one
burning issue of land grants, their
history, taxation and boundaries. The
voters are interested in the subject
and it is entirely safe and sane right
Outside of
ar this particular time.
that he may discourse on any thing
that he sees fit, frtrni West Point to
Annapolis.

Our old pal, I'ucle Tom Catron is
going to keynote for the Republican
state convention. The boys are getting together, by heck, for Uncle Tom
G. O.
There is no better keynoter in the is the champion keynoter of the
state than Uncle Tom and no better P. and Don Francisco is the champion
at tender. What worries us is where
lawyer than Charlie.
will they get the rest of the convenWe think Darrow has a kick com- tion. Of course there is the Hon.
those sixteen other Taft voting. The prosecuting attorney com- Sec. and
es that have been appointed.
pared him with Judas Iscariot.

In 191G the Republican state convention can be held at Lamy without overtaxing the hotel facilities.

AP

H5

THE BYSTANDER
SEES

IT

I

j

We'll bet those three unidentified
THEY WASH IN IT.
men who stabbed Ty Cobb in the
in superior Malmsey wine
"Bathing
were
back,
umpires trying
is most fortifying and hygienic for
to get even.
the system. A hectolitre (about 12
We are plumb agin these business-- ' gallons) of this delicious wine is sufmen luncheons. Thev keen .is so busy ticient for 100 baths. On each occas
listening to speeches that we don't ion the whole 12 gallons are poured
into the bath, and when the bath
get enough to eat.
(which should occupy 20 minutes) is
We want the game warden to get finished, the wine should be poured
rid of some 'of those Elk and bring in back into the barrel. After 100 baths
a Bull Moose so we can make a noise the Malmsey wine is distilled and produces delicious brandy."
like a Bull Moose.
The above is from the Westminster
And just to think, that up until Gazette, and is a suggestion sent out
Sunday there wasn't a more truthful by a member of French wine merman in this town than Pete Griffin. chants to their clients.
If there is one thing that I would
Ain't it scandalous?
like to avoid hereafter it will be
La Follette assents that postal em brandy made from Malmsey wine. One
collId ima&
that the brandy might
ployes opened his mail. It's alright
be highly flavored and all that, but I
Bob, so long as you don't accuse the
cannot imagine that it would be "deColonel with .doing it.
licious," even though it be distilled.
Of course, "when we get that law It is easy to imagine that one hundred baths in it would do something
passed" things won't look quite so
to the . wine, but it does not seem
be
we
we
will
fear
trivial, although
to me cnap wno is not a wine
still "so far from our rails."
chant, that it would add to its value
And really Willyum what differ- for drinking purposes.
It seems as if the struggle to give
ence does it make if those Insurrec-to- s
do kill off a few of our soldiers. something new reaches absurd limits
ar times. We live in such bustle and
What are soldiers for anyhow?
hustle that things get common and
old almost as soon as they are introThere ere two kinds of Curtis
chines it seems. One is an areop'ane duced. Perhaps wine that has been
and the other is the one that Stubbs used for one hundred baths is better
for drinking purposes than that which
smashed in the Kansas primaries.
It bottled before being bathed in
If the Old Guard cuts off all the but I have the feeling that I will pass
if brandy made from Malmsey wine
patronage, of course, we will simply
have to close the doors and quit and is ever handed out to me, distilled or
that ain't right, tellers. It ain't fair to undistilled.
The Colonel.
HUMANITY THE SAME.
I want to be a Bull Moose
The severest punishment a man
can receive who has injured another
And with the Bull Moose Stand,
With Bull Moose Antlers on my U to have committed the injury; and
no man is more severely punished
head
than he who is subject to the whip
And a Big Stick in my hand.
of his own repentance."
Seneca said that, away back just
The only thing that sounds fishy
about that Badger fight story of Pete after we emerged from the B. C. into
Griffin's is the fact that it has a rope the A. D. period. Down through all
mixed up in it. We don't go much the years since it has been true, just
on this "roping the badger" stunt.
as has so much of the philosophy that
as evolved by the old thinkers and
w&o knew human nature and
Governor Wilson demands the
most economy in expending his slush studied its peculiarities. We have, as
fund. This will certainly be sufficient a people, become so engrossed in our
for the "Unterrified and Unwash-- ; own affairs, and carried away with
ed" to view the situation with alarm. tne eternal rush ot commercial life
and the ceasless struggle to live, that
Those sheriffs declare they are not we forget to think of the things that
fighting the mounted
police;
they' really are tne b'S things that influ- merely need that salary bill and a ence and control, and are the essence
little loose change, for the present,
right living.
If one really does another a wrong
anyhow.
and he gets cussed out for it, that
The Texas Republicans have split is only a passing unpleasantness
because of the ruling of Cecil Lyon, which he expects and he takes it and
national committeeman. There don't goes his way regarding it as one of
seem to be anything unanimous in the consequent effects of a wrong
the G. O. P. except that Taft can't be done, but that thing we call conelected.
science always goes along, too, and
nagB and nags at a fellow until he
But let us be thankful that we still really begins to come to himself and
have one or two papers that are mail- vows that never will he do a mean
ed regularly into Colfax county, even trick again; but he will. All of us
if the Maxwell Land Grant can't
do a lot of silent thinking about ourto take It any more. We hate selves, and with the intimate acto lose that one, but we know how quaintance we have, we know we are
hard times are and the election so mighty poor asologies for what we
-

PALEN,

President.

L. A. HUGHES,

&

J.

B. READ.

Cashier.

F. McKANE,

t.

Assistant

Cashier.

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

4

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

THEY ALL KNOW.
of
Since the Bystander's mention
S. A. AKINS,
Proprietor.
the Santa Fe water there liave been
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
about CU6 suggestions offered by those
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
who know, as to whal should be said,
further in these columns; how the'
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
whole thing could be avoided; who is
to blame; the inside and outside of the
water company's business; the exact!
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
condition of the reservoirs; the situa-- !
tion as to the water supply basins;
American Plan, $2.50 and up,
the appearance of the pipes the
whole matter has been elucidated for
the information of the Bystander, and
enough material has been furnished
to fill a book. Then there have been
SO or 90 suggestions as to relief. The
or
Rooms
main one is municipal ownership, but
there were plenty of others.
cold
The Bystander was told that one
very distinguished
gentleman from
the east came to Santa Fe intending
to stay for several months, but When
LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
hf paw thnf flip nowsnnnpr nimlp mpii"iWMWMIttm
tion of the water, it must be bad and
he got so scared that he packed up
and took the first train out. I take it
that the argument in this case was
that the Bystander ought to have kept
still. Another informant said that a 4
man came here to stay for a while and
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
as soon as he got a taste of the wafer
he could not wait for the next train
but got away in an auto.
It's all a little funny. There is alCuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
ways space in this paper for an expression of opinion of any citizen who
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
wants to express himself.
It is open
Central Location.
on this occasion, pro and con, and
seems
to
be so much valuable
there
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
opinion in this matter that it seems
a pity to let it go to waste.
The Bystander's column is not a -knocker's column. It wants to give
credit where credit is due, and to call
attention to those things which seem
to demand attention for the better-- !
ment of the city. On this question at
ii sue. if the water is bad I propose to
fight for better water; if it is not dele- terious and the reasons for the taste
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?
and smell of it are explained and it m
can be remedied I am going to give
that side, too. It is not a desire to
-criticize unjustly nor to give anybody
a knock. I am for Santa Fe; for its
success, its betterment, its growth, its
MOULTON-ESP- E
reputation, and I do not believe these
things can be attained by knocking,
but I do believe that a mention of city
GENERAL AGENTS,
SANTA FE, N. M.
condition is desirable and our columns are always open to explanation
or statement.

Meals, 50 Cents.

en suite with
without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and
running water,
steam heat, electric lights.
"

The Montezuma Hotel
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

Prorpietor.

t

How About That Fire Insurance?

Think About It!

Then Act!

THE

WOMAN SICK

COMPANV

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY
DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
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of thing

you know.

j

the size of paper money.
Secretary McVeagh says
It never was the size of the stuff that bothered us, but the

i

R.

Seneca was right. If we play, we
pay. One feels better, end is better
when he pays heed to the silent
mentor and does not override what it
tells.

AM DC AO

-0

wide-awak- e

All right Mc.

WEDDING DAY,)I
SUCH A

last daynon.neartr
II

LDHMANN

e

he Is going to reduce

,it&8&&l
im1ASKSv3

I

his wife's wedding

loves best.
These
ones know that brotherhood is a fact; that the world
was meant for us all and not just one here and there; and they know that
.
holding fast each to each, keeping awake and arousing others is the only way
Ain't there no mote Taft jobs, fel- any of us can come fully into possession of the best there is.
lers?
They declare that a man who can create or appreciate a picture or a
book owns it more truly than the man of dollars who only may possess it. If
Oar Judicial
Temperament won't
the dollar man has ability or appreciation, and quite often he has (and quite
often not) then the first thing he wants to do is to share it with the other crank.
ones.
The printers are in session in
A dominant characteristic of such "live wires"' seems the desire to
share a'.l things equally. If it is trouble, all right they're for it; everybody Cleveland.
pilches in and gets it over with. If it is joy, it doubles every time they
We can't think of another single
divide it with someone.
word that will rhyme with Trivial.

0

his birth.

of

OFFICERS.

ought to be. Sometimes I wonder if
there is a man living who has no conscience and if there is, how he feels
and if he enjoys life any better than
the man who has one. Then I go to
the movies at the Elks theatre and
see a little drama of life shown there,
and they are always so human, and
they picture the inner side, and they
show that everybody
knows what
conscience is and does, and that

a young fellow from PertKwJ

e was married, they

THE LIVE WIRE

Lo.s Angeles is in

money-transmitti-

1

BORN ON THE)
DAY OF MY BIK'

wide-awak-

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes
telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on
of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

Valley Ranch Activities.

RATES

$5.00
S2.50

BANK

OF SANTA FE

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J.Wight Glddings
William F. Brogan

NATIONAL

TWELVE YEARS

MANUFACTURER OF
MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

RUGS,

PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.

Wants Other Women to Know
How She Was Finally
Restored to Health.

'

Louisiana, Mo.: "I think a woman
naturally dislikes to make her troubles
known to the public,
but complete restor- ation tohealth means
so much to me that
I cannot keep from
telling mine for the
sake of other suffering women.
had been sick
about twelve years,
and had eleven doctors. I had dragging down pains,
pains at monthly periods, bilious spelL',
Bnd was getting woe aI1
Ume
would hardly get over one spell when I
would be sick again. No tongue can tell
what I suffered from cramps, and at
times I could hardly walk. The doctors
said I might die at one of those times,
but I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and got better right away.
Your valuable medicine is worth more
than mountains of gold to suffering women." Mrs. Bertha Muff, 503 N. 4th
Street, Louisiana, Mo.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and herbs,
contains no narcotic or harmful drugs,
and
holds the record of being the
most successful remedy for female ills we
know of, and thousands of voluntary
testimonials on file in the Pinkham
laboratory at LynnMass., seem to prove

HP?

Send for Price List.

Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
119 Don

Caspar Avenue.

ONE DOLLAR BUYS
One Thousand Dollar? in Accident Insurance for one
OCEAN

ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY.
Let us Explain Our New

year in the

TRAVEL INDEMNITY POLICY

For those who travel.
GENERAL

AGENTS

This contract is

HALL & HALL

a winner.

K00MAK?IRTr;CITY

"I

to-d-

this fact

If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Yonr letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held la strict confidence.

Rooms With Bath,

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,.

NOTICE

Department

FOR PUBLICATION.
(04591)

the Interior,
at Santa Fe, JC. M.
July 29. 19J2.
hcrnhv pIvoti that Antonio
of

U. S. Land Office
la

Kntir--

ACr SEVEN.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

TUESDAY, JULY 13, 1912.
before Harry C. Kinsell, TJ. S. Commr.
at Stanley, N. Mex., on the 16 day of
September, 1912.
Claimant names as 'witnesses:
Thomas Villanueva, Pino Yfllanue- va, Greeorio Padia, and Jose Villa- nueva, all of Galisteo, X. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

--
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to the
an avalanche of prosperity
farmers of New Mexico, who aiv
SUMMER SUGGESTIONS
FOR THE MOTHER.
planning on a largo crop of wheat the
coming year and who have no visible
means of transporting same to marSeasonable Advice on the Health
V
of Children in Hot
ket. Grady Kecord.

S

i3

V
V

FOR SALE Two slory residence on
Weather.
G0x2-ifeet. O. U.
should be careful not to Palace avenue. Lot
Watson & Co.
overi'-ehot
children
the
during
Register.
rhombs. No one requires as much food
in summer as they do in cold weather.
I
Elegantly Furmsned Rooms for Rent
New Mexican It is
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-nServe only the lighter and more easily
for Santa Fe ai-- the
all modern conveniences, including
digested foods, and see that, the milk
lish claim to the land above described, new state.
' 4
electric light, steam heat and baths,
is kept cool and the fruit ripe.
It is quite natural to expect some in the First National Bank building.
such as constipation, in- Apply to F. M. Jones.
H
(!isiurbaiH
digestion, or summer diarrhoea, often
TYPEWRITERS.
accompanied by a cold. A mild laxative at. bed time will, in most cases, Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
carry off the congested waste from the platens furnished. Ribbons and supstomach next morning and by cleaning plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
the bowels restore normal conditions. and rented. Standard makes handled.
Cathartic remedies and purgatives All repair work and typewriters
Tiie New Fcrlcction
anteed.
Santa Fe Typiwriter Ex- should never he used for
Stove is handsomely
The boys at Camp Comfort are using
in their, change. Phone illl.
and
harsh
violent
are
They
finished in nickel, with
action and tend to upset, the entire sys-- !
the same stove that they had last year.
tcp.drcpsMves,
tern. The combination of simple laxa-- i
towel tiuiiis, etc. Made
WANTED 100.000 people to drlnlc
It was the best they could get. It was a
five herbs with pepsin, known as Dr.! the
with 1, 2 or 3 burners.
mineral, cool, clear water of the
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, and sold by
wilh
Free
Aztec Spring.
It can be procured
druggists for fifty cents a bottle, is! by applying to Mr. Henry Krielt, who
every stove.
&1.80
now very generally
used to correct
given to ar.ynne
Cock-stov- e
furnishes same to all the leading sasending 5 ccnt3 to cover
stomach and bowel trouble. It is mild
mailing cost.
This year they got a New Perfection Ovca
to
and
taste
the
and pleasant
contains loons and drug stores in the cPy.
Also a New Perfection Toaster
r.o drastic drug, or narcotic, but acts Why drink muddy water from the hydrant or pipes when you can drink
Also a New Perfection Broiler
naturally and easily, yet most effec clear
now for
Send
and beneficial water from th
" Gee, what a dLTercnce in the meals a good
tively. A larger bottle, containing
Aztec
Spring.
is
sold
twice
more
the
than
quantity,
stove makes," said cne of the boys.
decisions of
WILL HAVE CANAL.
CAXDELARIO MARTINEZ,
for one dollar. If you have never used
They will tell their mothers and wives about
W. H. Crawford received informaand would like a free
Proprietor.
15, 1912.
Pepsin
Syrup
the stove, too. For the New Perfection Oil
tion from Rticker in Denver to the
trial hoi tie, postpaid, write to Dr. AV.
is
e
for
the
home
for
convenient
as
as
effect,
the
on
that
from
engineer's report
We
B. Caldwell, 4U Washington St.,
HAVE YOU A BEDROOM?
the camp. It will bake, broil, roast and toast as
the canal was entirely satisfactory
Illinois.
The Santa
liusiness College has
of
one
well
and
the financial arrangements were
as a regular coal range.
Copies
applications from students who reall complete and it is now up to the
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
subseof 1897 and
land owners under the canal survey MAGGIE MILGATES AT quire bedroom, and others for bed and
Compiled
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
board, Will you Mr. or .Mrs.
to assure the building of the canal.
Der-den- 's
Boi.e, Salt Lake City
A SUMMER RESORT housekeeper kindly inform us what
Money's
A very favorable contract has been
accommodation you have for young
i
"IIIHMM i n
piepared and will be ready for the
New Mexico
of
men and women who want a quiet
signing up in a few days. The price
Winning a Trip to a Swell Vacation anil well
or
American
regulated,
for water will be
and
Code
payable in ten Hotel as a Prize in a Popularity
years, but there will be no payments Contest, a Factory Girl Writes Home 'Spanish home. We have students
ji;ow applying from various states who
lTtpiirod during the first two and one- of People She Meets.
lare hearing of Santa Fe's wonderful
half years, which gives the land ownrecuperating atmosphere who want to
ers a chance to raise two crops, im-- i
y)(.a,. Folks: The difference atwoen
lome for their healili and at the same
iiheir
land
it
in
and
prove
enniinain
put
ami
paying
here
ti,
ritv
FOR SALE 8Y
cumstances show boyish curiosity to
tune receive a business education. We
DRIVE ANYWHERE.
condition
uelore
meet
to
water
having
to loaf is like this in the city you
It seems (hat some people are prone be at the bottom of the accident.
predict quite a number of such studpayments.
see a lot. of people you can't meet ents. We are
to take short cuts in this town, would Aztec Index.
willing to pay by the
Land is worth nothing without wa- and here yon meet a lot of
people
week or month in advance and" will
not only drive over the Me walks but
ter, and the terms are so very reason- you can't, see.
;be responsible for such students' good
FIRE AT SAN MARCIAL.
most, anywhere that their teams will
able, we believe that Mr. Crawford
the will have no
There's lots of sights here and behavior and cleanliness.
PUBLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.
The Central hotel, occupying
go. The side walks of either town
difficulty in securing the
The fullest particulars are necesmost of them are staying right at
were not constructed for drive ways. 'upper floors of t'he buiiuing of the contracts 'with all
property owners.
but for sidewalks. On the Des Moines San Marcial hank, was gutted by lire We congratulate Mr. Crawford on bis this hotel. Say, living at. a hotel re- sary if the information be given by
but a call at the col', j will
side there we have nice brick walks at an early hour Saturday morning, success
with
this project. Aztec minds me of living in a si reel car. letter,
There's all kinds packed in it and be esteemed when a careful liote will
and the street crossings are of stone, The saloon of .1. A. Montoya, which
Democrat.
next time cross at crossing and not eut.ded a pait of the building, also was
they spend their time slanting at each he taken of any accommodation that
other and wondering what excuse may be offered. Students as a rule
By hard work the
through some ones property nor on destroyed.
WEAN TRICK.
'cannot afford a high price, yet as
Des Moines Swastika.
ling room of the building was saved
T
It was a dirty trick they p'.ayed on they've got for breathing.
from destruction though it was con- There's one puffy dame here with many of them will have tin ir cheque
three
who
ladies
young
at
picnicked
siderahly damaged by smoke and wa- colored hair and a sick dog book, all they require is a home from
SMART HORSE.
Haynes' Dream hist evening
with canary
ter
"home," and will pay a reasonable
man
drove up
their three steadies, but it worked
Saturday afternoon a
from
loglon of
price.
Jhe
the same. The ladies in question
t.othepostofficetoget h.smail.heuj (tioUne n
AN ENGLISH INSTITUTION, WITH
m
wijch just
had
he got msule the hu.hhng his horse
a
fine
,
chickwith
prepared
lunch,
d
BRANCHES THE WORLD OVER,
en, the best of sweets and everything
Arithmetic,
Advertising,
' A. Bowden, proprietor of the one
nnv
,,n,t,uo t
uikiiwiT
i lie uuvi
might wish for predominating.
umiuiii, t,,
Ranking. Bookkeeping,
his
as
to
is
unable
estimate
H.otel,
yet
for the rig but the horse would not
a
time
They
good
anticipated
Civil Service
eating
Contracts,
Examinabut it will total several thouback out without the odd of a half a less,
the good things from the baskets
tions, Commercial Law. English. Elosand dollars.
9 o'clock--. But when luncheon
dozen men, and they only after a lot
about
cution, Insurance,
.Normal, Public
Guests of the hotel escaped without
time came the girls opened their bas-- !
of hard work on the part of the men,
Speaking, Penmanship,
Kl - The building burned occupied
Punctuation,
injury.
kcts and found the chicken only half
some of them pulling at the vehicle a
Spanish, Salesmanship, System, Spellplace in the heart of the business
atid one or two others backing the ani- district
the
cakes
all
of
out
done,
ing, Shorthand for Reporting, Court,
flavor, the
and for a time it was feared
mal by the bridle. Roswell News.
Congress and Verbatim, Typewriting
the .flames, might spread and cause a !,ips t0 s:llt' to eat, sand in the fudge
and weeds and dirt in the salad. They
(blindfold). Voice Culture, and all
greater I0.1S. Socorro Chieftain.
began to apologize for each defect as
subjects pertaining to a successful
WHERE'S OURS.
it was discovered and the gi.ls were
business career.
Postmaster Lucero received a tele-GASOLINE EXPLOSION.
Xo classes. All individual
blue.
teachbelieved
They
really
gram Wednesday from the depart-- ;
suffered
on
E.
J.
Tuesday
McCarty
had
a good meal and
ment asking information and price of
ing.
Day and evening.
they
prepared
very severe injuries from a gasoli.ie
Students r.ow residing in Santa Fa
la site for a federal building in Santa explosion. He was filling the tank of then to have it turn out as it did it
should come in to see what subjects
was his
Rosa. A meeting of citizens
had emptied one can made them wish they had never seen
and
sprayer
Colo.
Roswell. It was not until the girls
Pueblo,
they want, and NOT TO HE TIMID
called and the location of the site dis- in and was
starting with another
AIlOl'T SAYING WHAT THEY CAN'
cussed. The position for the proposed when frnm smile unknown cause an returned home late in the evening
THE JEWELLED DAME.
AFFORD. WEEKLY.
building, thou ht to be the most cen- - xj.sion occurred that covered fois that, they discovered that the good
has to have its chops broiled THE SANTA FE BUSINESS
trally located and the most conven- arms, head and trunk with flaming things they had prepared had been that so.
CALIFORNIA.
This Jane is one of these
just
ient for the people, is on the east side
gasoline. He had on a light sliirt and stolen from the baskets and the oth- idle rich you read about. She's rusti- The Business
of Third street, just north of the Cen- of
College University
sleeves were soon on fire. Hap- ers substituted for it. X'p until this
the
New Mexico.
Los
tral school. This is an ideal location pily a vest protected his chest but time they believed the delicacies in cating in a $15 a day suite with the
exercise
i
and a maid, and all the
for such a building and will meet the his neck was
San Diego,
Oakland,
Oneway via Portland,
badly burned. One of the basket were the ones they luid she takes is to tote a
gold mesh purse,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
approval of the people. The final se-- his sons was near and the accident prepared
Roswell Record,
wilh all the bellhops trailing her like Department of the Interior,
lection of the site will be left for a occurred close to the ditch and the
nai
S'1"8 "lwr a lerrj uoai. a,.u
later date Santa Rosa Sun.
v. s. Land Oflico t Santa Fe, N.
Hay fever and asthma make August
sen very thoughtfully caught 'his fath- On sale daily, to September 30th.
'K J"'h 11:1
"
wl,n
Mex., July 23, 1912.
a
of
the!
month
to
man
intense suffering
er and immediately threw him into
"VUU"
s window, it s no
Return limit, Oct. 31st.
SOME DAMAGED CROPS.
Notice is hereby given that Chas.
ditch. This is all that saved his life. people.
Foley's Honey and Tar a Pawnbroker
On Tuesday this vicinity was the
he almost passed away Compound gives prompt ease find re- - d(?r she lias to 1,uff when cominS A. Siringo, son and heir of Bridget
as
far
She
FARES.
EXCURSION
in
the
down
elevator.
SPECIAL
gets
his throat ha!vinir lief, and is soothinir nnd l.en'in
victim of a hail storm, the storm from suffocation
Siringo, who on June 11 1908, made
formed on the plains and made its closed up from the swelling from the the inflamed membranes.
Wm. M. as the hotel piazza and sits where it's Homestead Entry No. 144S6, for Lot
Los Angeles,
SYV
He is resting easier Merethew, Me., says; "A lew doses of enclOBeu wlul e,ilss. "oming ner
Sec. 3, N
NW
7; SW
way to the valley through the Reneti burns outside.
in her Ial1' Thore dasn,t be Section
i
One way via Portland
San Diego,
Oakland,
canyon, came north as far as
today and all hope for his speedy re-- !
10, Township 1C N. Range 9
Honey and Tar Compound re- - tle dog
a
because
isn't
there
m:ith d- ois lieved me of a severe attack of
Ii.'., Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian,
Jon, then turned back to the south- covery. His suffering of course
thma and less than a bottle caused a whole lot of ,a"' She's the main graft has filed notice of intention to make
east via Bard nd Endee. There was very severe. Farmington
ot tins notel, anu l tninK snes uie final Homestead a vear nroof. to estab- enmnioto
no damage done north of town, but
T?of,,o
On sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6. 1912.
one who puts the altitoode in the iish c.laim (0 tihe an(1 aboV6 describ.
most every building in town was dam- For sale by all druggists.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
high cost of living.
aged by the large hail, some of which
GOES NEAR GRADY,
c(t before r. S. Land Office at Santa
You ought to hear her chatter. Her Fe, N. M., on the 12;h day of Septem- measured over "eight inches in cir-construction
railroad
gang
t)16
Grand
of
Arizona
the
Visit
Liberal Stop Over Privileges.
Canyon
talk is all about hotels, when it isn't her, i;n:
cumference. Several fine ciops were passed through Grady Saturday,
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
We nave been route to Texico where they will
and lithia
about facial massage
destroyed.
and Endee also mence work on the Midland
the hotels in S Tweedy of Santa
all
She's
Bard
that
tried
Fe, N. Mex.,
springs.
The
documents were filed
LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.
a loss of roofs and windows cari line, tihis outfit was composed of in the following
wouldn't endure ex-- i Ilen Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
office to the corporation com- - the country and
The storm
in most every building.
in an ordinary house for mon- Nevas Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
"
6""
viz: The Ranchers istence
mission, today
Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
because there isn't steam heat Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
only covered a narrow strip, but was ttliu iiavtr tut; v.uimiit.1 iui iiir; ihdl
ey,
for an
MANUEL It. OTEUO,
several miles in length. San Jon miles south of Texico. The foreman Telephone company petition
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
and the help is so uncertain.
!
of the gang spoke of the prospects
Sentinel.
If you ask me what I think about
Register.
SOO
this road heing built as being very!
.
this moll, and I hope you won't, it
a x
cur- , a iit.'w
For further information call on or address,
i:uiiipaii
jiuujig
was
all
C.
contract
let
D.
is that she's about as much use to
hright, as the
r.ybee, teaming contractor
INDIAN BOY KILLED.
poration, from Clovis county.
Capi- ithe
fabric of society as a basting living at COO Keeling Court, Canton,
A regrettable accident occurred this along the route, and in a few days tal
M.
N.
SANTA
H. S.
FE,
Mrs.
$3,000.
stock,
Incorporators:
Agent,
thread that is to say, she happens III., is now well rid of severe ana
week near Shiprock, in which one wey wouia oe as uusy on ims enu or H. F.
and A. to be in
Curren, W. I. Can-eline as they are now on the end
His
it, but not to strengthen it. annoying cose of Kidney trouble.
Navajo Indian boy was killed and an- - the
E.
Curren, all of Curry county.
back pained rnd he was bothered
Yours with the gay whirl,
other seriously wounded. The matron out of Texico.
Mountain Home Zinc company, of
In building the line across tine
MAGGIE.
with headaches and dizzy spells. "I
of the Presbyterian mission, Miss
Arizona, filed a petition to do busicontractor
it
that
the
Plains,
spoke
took Foley Kidney vllls just as direcof
number
the
a
had
taken
Rogers,
ness
as
in
state.
this
named
They
ted and in a few days I felt much
WORDS FROM HOME
Indian children for an outing, intend- - was simply a snap and that they
Mr.
McJas. A.
would not be compelled to use only their agents here,
belter.
My life and strength seemed
ing to be gone several days. Among
,
......
Kenna. Autiionzeu capital. ' s.jO,uou;
. .....
nrr i vrM uaicu
ivi ri v r,
I
nit
and I sleep well.
the things in one wagon was a 22 the dirt moving vans.
nir
.tirfii'iiipnis
issued.
$31,000
This constructor is of the opinion
am now all over my trouble and glad
of Santa Fe Citizens.
caliber rifle. One of the Indian boys,.
Testinmony
Governor
McDonald
today
When a Santa Fe citizen comes to to recommend Foley Kidney Pills."
unknown to the others, got possession that the road will be built within the
the following gentlemen as dele the front, telling his friends and
of tihis rifle and was playing with it year, and that the line would extend
Try them. For sale by all druggists-neighborof his experience, you can
under a blanket in the wagon. He within a few miles of Grady, and gates to the American Rood congress,
uin, ..filv on hia sincpritv. The statements
iii not n
vnur
it
accidentally discharged the rifle, the could be brought to our town, with wnicn convenes on sseptemoer
'of people residing in far away places time writins out your legal form
bullet striking and killing another boy only a small amount of exertion on the Prox. viz:
u. ii. Koinousen Raton, X. M.; P. iJ0 not command
citizens of this part of
your confidence. when vnn ran opet them nlronrlv nrlnt.
instantly and passing through a sec- - part of tihe
r
!
tt
i it?
fi-ii
.
r. ucuanna,
Home endorsement is the kind that ed et tho New Mexican Printing
ond boy. Miss Rogers is distracted the countt-yAiuuuuorque, aim v .
On Sale
Daily, Until
Koswen.
teamean
will
line
of
cirThe
this
Such
Pills.
backs Doan's Kidney
Hamilton,
over the affair, although all the
building
CompanyThe American State Prison associa- - timonv is convincing Investigation
1912.
convennext
tion
annual
will hold its
Sept. 30,
proves it true. Rolow is a statement
tion in the city of Baltimore on Nov. 0i a Santa Fe resident. Xo stronger
PtKD
FEELS.
WHO
THZ
FOR
WOrjlAN
has proof of merit can be had.
9th, 1912, and the governor
KANSAS CITY, MO..
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
Some women complain that they periodically cuffcr Jrom dull and heavy feelas
named the
Manuel Delgado, 1 10 Canon St.,
following
gentlemen
feelings which
McB.
ings, or dizziness in the head, nervousness, pain ond bearinji-dowto
attend, viz: Jno.
ti Fe, X. Mex., says: "The public
should not occur to the normal healthv woman. But most every woman is subject
BOSTON,
CHICAGO,
$85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85
Santa Fe; uiio. Morrow, Ra- - statement I gave in praise of Doan's
to these pains ct some time in her life, due to nbnormul conditions in life, such Manus, C.
J. Laughren, of Deming.
NEW YORK, $79.35 ST. LOUIS, $44.35 ST. PAUL, $50.35
Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds good.
d
es corsets,
strength, bad air, poor or improper food, wet feet, sluggish ton, and
;For four or five years I was subject
liver, etc. A regulator and female tonic made from native medicinal roots with
FOR SALE A lot of second nana to attacks of backache, often so
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
pure glycerin, und without the use of alcohol, called
V5
I
hangers, pulleys, ana shaft-- vere that I was unable to work.
WITH THE
DIt. PIEHCE'S FAVOK.ITI3 PH.ESCI1EPTIOX,
lng; one 12 horse power and one 22 tried various remedies said to be
bas proven its value in thousands of cases, like the following:
Mrs. Dona M. Martin, of Auburn, Nebr., Kotite 1, Box 84. says: horse power Leffel Engine, rirst cla? cures for such troubles, but nothing
"I thought I would writo you in rtprard to wnai your medicines have condition; one 40 horse power loco- 'benefited me until I used Doan's
done or ire. I have used them i t thirty years for female trouble
LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE
proved
ond Reneral weakness with the very best result, and they have saved
promptly
type boiler capable oi carrying ney Pills. They
me hundreds of dollars in doctors' bills. I buy the Favorite Prescripworth and effected a cure which
C k ICADMIA Going via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
their
75
' and take them together. I never
pas-:of
upon
steam,
by
pounds
Medical
'Gelden
and
Discovery
tion'
same route, or via A., T. 4 S. F.
was disappointed in your remedies and take pleasure in recommending
Boiler Inspector; radiators, stcaa has been permanent up to the present
August 19th to 23rd, 1912.,
them to any sufferinir lady. I am now almost fifty years old ; at forty-fiwith Doan's
My experience
I took your medicines, both kinds, and I passed that period very piping and valves; a SO gallon gnso time.
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIF.GO,
SAN FRANCISCO,
of Sale, August 16th to 19th.
Dates
youror girl.
Pills has been so gratifying
easily and left me fat and healthy. 1 feel like a tell
her more about line tank, with other sundry Items. Kidney
If any lady cares to writo mo, I will gladly
Return
I
recommend
them."
Limit, Au 31st, 1912.
that
gladly
the good work of your medicines."
Any of these items will be sold cheap
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Dr. Pierce's Chbat Family Doctor Book, The People's if taken at once. If Interested ad- Co. Buffalo. SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
cents.
.
For further information address Eugene Fox, Gen'l PasMOO
v
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of Galisteo,
M., who, on
July S, 1907, made homestead entry j
Section 14,!
No. 11718 for NW 1-Township 13 X., Range 9 E., N. 11. P.
Work for the
"Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final
proof, to estab-- : working for you,
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Mothers

KLINEFELTER IN TROUBLE.
We have just fired our eagle-eyeproof reader. It seems the type said
last week that Co!. C. Edward Tingling, the Xew .Mexico bean king,
would "positively not accept an order for less than one lican." It should
have read one car, of course.
When the Colonel saw the error his
eyes flashed tire, burning two separate holes through the paper and when
he got down to this print shop, eight
and a half seconds later, he looked
like an automobile
with aeetjlene
search lights coming down the road
on a dark night.
le wasn't mad, of course, but bp
seemed much more pleasant when he
found the proofreader fired.
It is unfortunate for the
sub-- !
that the Colonel is a paid-uscriber. Had the same thins happened to some fellow who never took the
paper or who is back ten years sub- scription, the p. r. would not have been
canned.
Proof readers should study the sub-scription list. Obar Progress.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
ed with the bloated millionaires of
the city, since he lias gone and bought
a fine farm just north of the city. We
are not in possession of the figures,
WEATHER FORECAST.
but suppose he paid a round figure.
Denvr, Colo., Aug. 13. Xew
It's a great deal cheaper to save
Mexico: Local showers tonight X your own hair than to buy it. Our
or Wednesday.
hair tonic stops your hair from falling out. Zooks.
The woman's board or trade will
Fruit boxes at Gormley's Gnl. Store
another dance tomorrow evening.
A great show at the Elks' tonight. give
The dances given last week were so
Don't miss it.
much enjoyed that a request was
Miss Anna McKenzie has disposed made to the board to
repeat the entero t'he property owned by her on
tainment and tomorrow night has
to
Mrs.
Owen
Wood
street
and
been chosen for the dance.
Miss
McKenzie
L A.
Harvey.
a great drama by
The Passer-bwill: take up her residence in the east.
Edison at the Elks' tonight.
tiood ice cream made every day.
The Modern Woodmen will give a
It's delicious At Zooks.
on Thursday next in Aspen
picnic
The White House store is being
All
in the, Santa Fe canyon.
grove
made whiter by the toucrti of the paint those
to go are requested
intending
er, who by the way has shown himself to
register at C. A. Risings at once.
an artist in the way of putting on the
(The invitation is to everybody. There
touches
to
mercantile
this
finishing
ji;; a tax of 75c to cover hack fare and
emporium.
coffee and lemonade.
Those attend-;inWhite and light colored felt hats
are expected to bring their lunch.
Miss
X'fiw AfBvi'n Untiv
for midsummer and early fall.
tf Vvfuiiitiora In
Mugger.
Optometry was in session Saturday.
Don't miss it, the greatest yet, The .The board consists of the following
Passer-bat the Elks' tonight.
jwell known gentlemen: Drs. li. J.
Have you noticed the real estate .Taupert, Las Vegas, president; W. F.
bargain that Leonard is offering in Presley, Roswell, vice president, and
his advertisement today? See page C. H. Carnes, secretary and treasur- 'er. Their list of applicants was a
five.
Try our imported orange Pekoe Tea .light one, though several were in atfor your next 5 to'clock tea, at
tendance.
j
You'll always be glad to answer corFOR RENT In private family, to respondence, when you use a Water-jmatwo or four people, two nice sunny
Fountain Pen. Get one at
rooms; one has private entrance. Xext Zooks.
teledoor to bath, electric lights,
Saturday's temperature was Si at
phone. Address "L" care Xew Mexi- 3:00 p. m. and 59 at 4:43 a. m. The
can.
was clear and warm with show
j day
The Epworth League of St. John's ers in distance late in the afternoon
M. E. church will give a home cook- and
night. Yesterday the thermoming sale of pies, cakes, bread, etc., also eter reached SG at 3:20 p. m. and 5" at
borne made candy, Friday August 1C, 5:50 a. m. It was
generally clear and
in the basement of the church beginwarm, being partly cloudy in late
a.
m.
9:30
at
ning
showers
afternoon with thunder
Two rooms for rent. Inquire at 235 j south and west.
It was somewhat
East Palace avenue.
j
windy and dusty between G and 7
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent p. m. Clear at night. The forecast
Rooms elegantly furnished and havfor tonight and Tuesday is clear with
ing all modern conveniences, includ- but little
change in the temperature.
and
steam
heat
ing electric light,
Views
of
the Elephant Butte dam
Bank
laths, in the First National
at the Elks' tonight.
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
H. M. Sawyer, our tonsorialist, is
A DELIGHTFUL JAUNT.
out, and will soon be class

LOCAL MENTION

THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

ON RIFLE RANGE

ill

I

Appetizing,

Gratifying
Satisfying

TO

On

Tap

Here!

A

NEW CARLOAD OF
WATERMELONS

F. ANDREWS
Phone 4.

I

spreading

Judge Roberts and Nathan Salmon
and Harry Deen, assistant superintendent of the penitentiary, loaded
and
themselves into an automobile
ran over to Valley ranch, thence two
miles north where
they camped.
They report having had a splendid
time.
They claim that their work
was all right and that they escaped
suspicion from all officers on the
route.

FOR

HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY"
WATCH will run without
oil cr cleaning longer than

A
ery

occasion-

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
bice a year. It will increase the
Ii
and accuracy of your vatci
7eave your watch with us
to-U-a.

AUSPICES
CHAMBER
MERCE TONIGHT.

E

4

COM- -

S

Time? Pieces That Are

Reliable."

J

ANNUAL

GRDER
TARGET

Company E, First infantry X. G. X.
to go into camp
on the rifle range north of the city
and will depart for the camping
grounds Wednesday night. For tihree
clays, the men will work from six in
the morning until six at night, firing
at all ranges from one thousand yards
down. The oflicers who will attend
the camp, are Captain Pacheco, in
command of the company, Lieutenants
Baca and Armijo. During the work on
tne range, the soldiers will observe
the usual hours in camp and the
strictest discipline will prevail. Captain Pacheco announced today that
none of the men would be permitted
to visit town during
the target
work and that "taps" would be sounded strictly at nine" p. m. every night.
During the week, members of Colonel
Abbott's staff will be ordered to the
range to shoot. Colonel Abbott is in
Seattle, Washington, and will not attend the camp this year. Lieutenant Baca has been designated by Captain Pacheco as official score keeper.
SMALL FORTUNE FOUND
IN ANCIENT DWELLING
IN HILLS OF MISSOURI.
Bandit Anderson Before Civil War Hid
$10,000 there When Escaping and it
Has Just Come to Light.

n

You Here

Taste!

Plaza Market Co.

Liberty, Mo., Aug. 13. Ten thousand dollars in gold, which is believed to have been hidden by William
Anderson, a bandit, who terrorized
central Missouri after the Civil war,
has been found in the old Manor
house on what was the plantation of
William Burch, in Howard county,
Missouri, and which now is the property of C. E. Yancey, of Liberty. Mr.
Yancey was notified o the discovery
by employes who are remodeling the
old house.
with
According to those familiar
the story of the death of Anderson,
in 1S(8, he was wounded after robbing
a central Missouri bank and stopped
that night in the Manor house of the
STATEMENT.
Burcli plantation.'" It was in the room
Fireman's Fund Insurance com-- !
in which the bandit slept that the pany, San
Francises, Calif., December
money was found.
31, 1911:
Assets
$5,649,591.75
Latest sporting news in the Santa Liabilities, including cap
Fe New Mexican. Read it.
.. 6,0CS,131.23
ital
j

j
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Carpenters,
Contractors
We specialize on'
TOOLS of QUALITY. All of the

standard

'

lines

Can Be Found Here.

N

V

Watches
and
Clocks.

any other piece of machin-

bai it needs both

I

J

THE JEWELER.

THEIR

TO

M., has been ordered

Goe-bel-

Always

ORDERED

THREE GAYS IN

FOR

WAKE

ARE

REPORT

y

"Meals

SOLDIERS

SHOOT

y

i

COLQUITT WANTS TO
DID SOLDIERS ATTACK
What s the difference between
CLOSE TEXAS SALOONS
A SOCIALIST SPEAKER.
prlz fiaht ana our meat shop?
EARLY JN EVENING.
Port Townsend, Wash., Aug. 13.
As the result of an appeal made to
Stand Taken By Governor of Lone
Congressman Victor L. Berger, the
Star State is Causing Considerable war department has ordered
an inves
Trouble Among Democratic
of an aIIeged asgault by tWQ
officers of the coast
on George Boomer, a socialSan Antonio, Texas, Aug. 13. Prior artillery
The alleged assault,
ist
to the beginning of the democratic whichspeaker.made
last May, consisted
was
state convention here, the fight prom- of
pushing Boomer off a box from
ised by some of Gov. Colquitt's
sup- which he was
addressing a street
porters against the governor's stand crowd. Boomer, who was a candidate
for the early closing of saloons, threat- for
governor on the socialist ticket a
ened to delay proceedings, particular- few
years ago, appealed to Congressly platform framing.
Among the prin- man Berger.
cipal planks advocated by Governor
The investigation is being conductColquitt, which will in the main cov- ed behind closed doors and probably
er the platform adopted, are:
will be concluded today. The findings At the prize fight you see rounds ef
Compulsory saloon closing 9:30 p. will be reported to the war
pound, but here you see pounds of
m. to 7:30 a; m.
round!
Provisions to enable cities or towns
to keep saloons out of residence dis- TAFT ADVISORY BOARD
tricts.
HEADED BY BARNES. PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
Compulsory arbitration for labor
New York,
Aug. 13. Chairman
disputes in Texas.
Charles D.Hilles of the national reShort Steak, Flank,
Prohibition corporations from con- publican committee today announced
tributing to campaign funds.
the names of the advisory board of
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
Prison reforms
William
the national committee.
That's About
Bonded warehouses for holding cot- Barnes, Jr., chairman of the republiton.
can state committee is chairman.
The Way They Rank !
Dr. Hilles said1 the party would be
A stock and bond law amendment
announce
name
able
to
of
the
the
to
issue
bonds
The Mere Mention
permitting railroads
treasurer when he returned from Chifor permanent improvements.
Of The Above Choice Cuts
A five cent tax for confederate pen- cago, whither he and Secretary Reynolds went today to assist in opening
sion purposes.
Should Bring
Chicago headquarters of the Taft
ROCKHILL MAY ADVISE
Post-HasteNEW CHINESE REPUBLIC,
!
WATER NOTICE.
Where any water is found running
It is Understood
That Negotiations to waste off from any premises withHow 'Good They'll
Are Under Way for an American D- in the
city after Wednesday morning,
He
But
Still
Holds
His
Job.
iplomat,
August 14th, service will be disconWashington, D. C, Aug. 13. Unof- tinued on such premises without furficially it is known here that over- ther notice.
tures have been going on between SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.,
President Yuan Shi Kai and Mr.
FRANK OWEN,
Rockhill, the American ambassador,
Manager.
Phone 92.
to Turkey, looking to the appointment
of the latter as advisor to the new
j Chinese
These have not
republic.
progressed far enough to warrant Mr.
Rockhill's resignation, but it is known
he is giving the offer serious consid- eration.
Mr. Rockhill is regarded as being
thoroughly conversant with Chinese
governmental methods.
In addition to a service of three
years as minister in Pekin, following
the Boxer uprising, Mr. Rockhill, as
secretary to the American legation
!
at Pekin about a decade before, made
extensive exploration of the interior
of the country.
Breth-tigatio-

CITIZEN

o
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E GOES

COMPANY
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City Beautiful or Santa
le's unique opportunity, double
Header at the School ot American Archaeology, S p. m., Dr.
Mitchell Carroll, Dr. Harry L.
Wilson. Everybody interested in
building up Santa Fe and making it the tourist center of the
Southwest should come. Boosters free. Knockers not wanted at
any price.
The

fLOWEHS

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Company

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from

Old

Phone Black 12.

San Miguel Church.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Down Town Stand i.i

Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

GET MORE THAN USUAL VAL UES I
that the best way to be sure
getting GOOD CLOTHES for your

OU KNOW

of
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-- i'.51
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Sir-
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aw u&mum

Vifei-.T5-

.
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money is to go to a place where none but

A"

vxrzi tMtz&vxsJ

i

more than usual for your money is to go to
that place where they're offering goods at
clearance prices. That's what we're doing
here nowwe're clearing the desks Jfor the fall
campaign; everything goes at a price. now.

(bin
Clothes go; Summer Suits that youll BE GLAD
TO OWN and wear at much under regular prices.
Ujpjfrjht Hart Schaffhcr le Mat

Home of Hart, Schaffner

k Marx Clothes.

s-

-

NATHAK SALMON

